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Principal neurons of the medial superior olive (MSO) encode

low-frequency sound localization cues by comparing the relative arrival time of

sound to the two ears. In mammals, MSO neurons display biophysical

specializations, such as voltage-gated sodium (Nav) and potassium (Kv) channels

that enable them to detect these cues with microsecond precision. In this

dissertation electrophysiological techniques were used to examine the specific

channel properties and functional role these channels play in MSO neurons

following hearing onset. In addition, computational models that incorporated

these physiological data were used to further study how the specific properties of

these channels facilitate MSO function.

Experiments in this dissertation showed that Nav channels are heavily

expressed in the persisomatic region of MSO neurons, but unlike those
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expressed in other neurons they minimally contribute to action potential

generation. This is likely due to the low percentage of channels available for

activation at the resting membrane potential. Current clamp recordings

determined that Nav channels counterbalance Kv channels voltage rectification by

boosting near action potential threshold excitatory post-synaptic potentials

(EPSPs).  Further, computational modeling revealed that synaptic inputs are

larger at the soma with Nav channels restricted to the soma than when they are

evenly distributed throughout the soma and dendrites.

During the first few weeks after hearing onset current clamp experiments

showed EPSP duration decreased while the temporal resolution for detecting the

arrival time of synaptic inputs increased. These changes in EPSP duration are

due in part to both the development of faster membrane response properties and

increases in the expression of low voltage-activated Kv channels (KLVA). Further

investigation determined these channels display a somatically enriched

distribution and act to counterbalance the distortions that result from dendritic

cable filtering. This is accomplished by KLVA actively decreasing the duration of

EPSPs in a voltage dependent manner. Computational modeling confirmed these

results as well as illustrating their effects on the integration of mono- versus bi-

lateral excitation. Together these findings indicate that the expression of

specialized Nav and Kv channels facilitate the neuron’s computational task,

detecting and comparing the relative timing of synaptic inputs used in low

frequency sound localization.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Sound localization

Most vertebrates and invertebrates have the ability to locate the origin of a

sound source. Whether the sound is produced by another animal’s vocalization

or movement through the environment, localization of these sounds can be the

difference between life and death. While this ability is important behaviorally, the

sound localization acuity of animals varies greatly across the animal kingdom.

Humans, elephants and dolphins display relatively high sound localization acuity

with the ability to discriminate two sound sources differing by about 1º along the

horizontal axis (Mills, 1958). In comparison cattle and many rodents have

thresholds greater than 25º, and for the few primates which have been

experimentally examined their thresholds are relatively acute, ~5º (Heffner,

2004).  Interestingly the best predictor of an animal’s sound localization acuity is

the width of the field of best vision, which is dictated by the size of the eye’s

fovea. If we consider the fact that the immediate response to an unexpected

sound is to orient the head, with the eyes and ears attending to the sound source

it is not surprising that evolutionary pressures shaping discrimination of sound

source location would influence both the visual and auditory systems together.

While a lot is known about the pathways involved in the location of objects in the

visual system there are still many questions left to be answered in how the brain
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processes the location of sounds. Ch. 1 of this dissertation will serve as an

introduction to what is currently known about the sound localization pathway and

the properties of the neurons that compose it.

It has been known for over a 100 years that there are two main cues used

for localizing sounds along the horizontal axis; one for high frequencies (>~2-3

kHz) and one for low frequencies (<~2-3kHz). Psychoacoustic studies have

shown that the “cue” the nervous system uses for localizing high frequency

sounds is the attenuation of a sound as it crosses the face from one ear to the

other, or interaural level difference (ILD) (Houben and Gourevitch, 1979; Tollin et

al., 2008). This interaural change in intensity will be greater for sounds originating

further out along the periphery. Because the long wavelengths of low frequency

sounds do not attenuate appreciably as they travel across the face, a separate

mechanism is necessary for localizing these low frequency sounds. The cue for

localizing these lower frequencies is the difference in time it takes for a sound to

reach the two ears, or interaural time difference (ITD). For a sound originating

directly in front of the head there is a 0 µs ITD. Sounds originating from

peripheral locations arrive at the two ears with longer time delays, reaching

maximal ITD when the sound source is directly to the side of the head. In

humans the maximal ITD is ~800 µs and the ability to differentiate two ITDs is as

low as 10 µs (~1º of separation) (Heffner, 2004). The maximal duration of ITDs is

directly related to the distance between the two ears and thus directly related to

head size. In animals with small heads such as rodents, ITDs can be as small as
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60 µs and in animals such as elephants which have extremely large heads it can

be on the order of 3 ms. It is quite amazing that the nervous system is capable of

encoding a sensory cue on such a short time scale.

Models for sound localization

In 1949 a University of Texas at Austin professor by the name of Loyd

Jeffress developed a conceptual framework for how the auditory system might

encode ITDs which has driven the field of sound localization for the past 60 years

(Jeffress, 1948; Joris et al., 1988). His model is composed of three main

features: 1) an array of neurons which function as coincident detectors of

excitatory inputs from the two ears, 2) a set of ladder-like inputs that originate

from both ears, enter the array from opposing directions and act as delay lines

and, 3) a space map, similar to a tonotopic map, in which particular neurons

within the array are sensitive to particular ITDs (i.e. sound locations) (Fig. 1.1).

Jeffress proposed that a set of binaurally-sensitive coincidence detectors

received converging inputs from both sides of the head. Delay lines compensate

for ITDs allowing for the coincident arrival of bilateral excitation to occur in a

particular neuron for a specific ITD. Thus the firing rate of an individual neuron

would increase only for a specific ITD, and neighboring neurons would be

sensitive to adjacent sound sources along the horizontal axis.
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FIG. 1.1   JEFFRESS MODEL
A. Illustration depicts a top down view of a head surrounded in the horizontal

axis by 7 potential sound sources (numbered squares). As an example the path
of a sound wave arriving at the two ears and produced at location 6 (green
square) is shown. In this case the sound wave arrives at the right ear before the
left with a particular ITD. B. Diagram shows an array of binaural coincidence
detectors (numbered circles), a set of bilateral ladder like projections that act as
delay lines representing a space map. Red and blue lines correspond to the
paths of the neural signals from the right and left ears for the sound originating at
location 6 in A. Because the neural signal is first generated in the right ear it will
propagate further than the signal from the left and thus will arrive coincidentally at
neuron 6 (green circle). Number in the neuron array indicates its sensitivity to
sounds generated at corresponding locations such that neurons next to each
other are sensitive to sounds produced at locations adjacent to each other.
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 In the 1960s Goldberg and Brown performed a set of elegant experiments

using in vivo recordings in dogs which showed that neurons within the ventral

midbrain, specifically the medial superior olive (MSO), responded maximally to

particular “best delays” or ITDs (Goldberg and Brown, 1969). Their presentation

of a variety of best delays, corresponding to different positions in space,

suggested that MSO neurons might encode ITDs in the manner Jeffress

proposed (Smith, 1995; Spitzer and Semple, 1995). Furthering this idea, principal

neurons of the MSO receive bilateral excitation from the spherical bushy cells

(SBC) of the anterior ventral cochlear nucleus (AVCN) with inputs from each ear

innervating opposing dendrites (Fig. 1.2B) (Smith et al., 1993; Kapfer et al.,

2002). Also, tract tracings of the spherical bushy cell afferents in cats show a

ladder like innervation pattern suggestive of the delay lines proposed by Jeffress

(Smith et al., 1993; Beckius et al., 1999). In the avian system this ladder like

pattern is even more evident in the projections from the nucleus magnocellularis

to the nucleus laminaris (NL), analogs of the mammalian cochlear nucleus and

MSO respectively. In addition, a location or "space" map has been identified in

the avian inferior colliculus, the major projection site of both NL as well as the

MSO in mammals (Knudsen and Konishi, 1978).  Together these experiments

appear to lend evidence to the Jeffress model of low frequency sound

localization. However recent findings have forced auditory researchers to

reevaluate some tenets of this model, at least in the mammalian system.
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One major feature of MSO neurons, which was not originally accounted

for in the Jeffress model is the somatically restricted inhibitory inputs these

neurons receive from the lateral and medial nuclei of the trapezoid body (Fig.

1.2A) (Grothe, 2000). In recent in vivo recordings from the MSO in Mongolian

gerbils (Meriones unguiculatus) the results suggest that inhibitory inputs may

play an integral role in the ITD sensitivity of individual MSO neurons (Pecka et

al., 2008). In addition these same recordings showed that the ITDs MSO neurons

maximally respond to lie outside the physiological range (Brand et al., 2002). It

has been proposed that sensitivity to a given ITD is not encoded by the maximal

firing rate of a neuron but rather is encoded by the maximal change in firing rate,

which lies within the physiological range of ITDs. While these experiments

suggest further consideration of the Jeffress model is needed, what is certain is

that the precise detection of timing of both inhibitory and excitatory synaptic

inputs is crucial for encoding submillisecond ITDs by MSO principal neurons.

How sounds are encoded by the auditory system

To begin to get a better understanding of exactly how the auditory system

encodes sound location, consideration of how sound in general is encoded in the

nervous system is required. After a sound reaches the ear it causes movement of

the tympanic membrane, inner ear bones and then the basilar membrane. This

physical disturbance of the inner ear is then converted into an electrical signal
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FIG. 1.2   MEDIAL SUPERIOR OLIVE
A. Excitatory inputs of SBCs from the cochlear nucleus are segregated

onto opposing bipolar dendrites of MSO principal neurons. Inhibitory inputs from
the MNTB are restricted to the soma. B. Circuit diagram of major excitatory
(black lines) and inhibitory (red lines) inputs from the CN to the MSO. Cochlear
nucleus (CN), lateral nucleus of the trapezoid body (LNTB), medial nucleus of the
trapezoid body (MNTB), medial superior olivary nucleus (MSO), lateral superior
olivary nucleus (LSO), inferior colliculus (IC)
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 when the inner hair cells located along the basilar membrane become

mechanically depolarized leading to the generation of action potentials in spiral

ganglion cells. The timing of each of these action potentials, at least for

frequencies below ~2-5 kHz, is locked to the particular phase of the sound

stimulus (Rose et al., 1967). These phase-locked action potentials occur

throughout the duration of the sound stimulus. This phase locking is not only

maintained but improved upon in subsequent auditory nuclei due to the

convergence of excitatory inputs (Joris et al., 1994).

Ion channels shape the function of neurons in the sound localization

pathway

Neurons within the auditory system unlike most in the central nervous

system are capable of detecting events on a sub-millisecond time scale. It has

been known for many years that the ability of neurons in the sound localization

pathway to precisely detect, integrate and transmit signals on this time scale

requires biophysical specializations, most of which are the result of the

expression of voltage and ligand gated ion channels that display specialized

gating kinetics (Schwarz et al., 1998; Taschenberger and von Gersdorff, 2000).

In addition it has become more widely appreciated that the expression of ion

channels with specific distributions and gating kinetics shapes neuronal

computation/synaptic integration throughout the nervous system.

Since the initial response of a neuron to synaptic stimuli is regulated by

the properties of ligand gated ion channels, it is not surprising that neurons in the
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auditory system express receptors with specialized properties. In the AVCN,

MNTB, MSO and LSO glutamatergic alpha-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-

isoxazolepropionate (AMPA) receptors that are composed of the GluR3, 4 flop

splice variant are heavily expressed (Lawrence and Trussell, 2000; Schmid et al.,

2001). These receptors have exceptionally fast opening and rapidly desensitizing

gating kinetics (Mosbacher et al., 1994). Such properties facilitate high fidelity

neurotransmission and the precise temporal detection of excitatory synaptic

inputs, two critical properties for the faithful transmission of relatively high

frequency, phase-locked neural signals (Barnes-Davies and Forsythe, 1995;

Borst et al., 1995; Reyes et al., 1996; Joshi, 2004). While these ligand gated ion

channels are capable of responding with high temporal fidelity to

neurotransmitter release, the speed at which the membrane potential responds

to current influx depends heavily on the input resistance of the cell.

Hyperpolarization activated cation channels (HCN) and voltage gated potassium

channels (Kv) are known to contribute to the resting conductance and thus

resting input resistance of neurons in the sound localization pathway.

Hyperpolarization activated cation channels

HCN channels, as the name implies, is activated by hyperpolarization, are

permeable to monovalent cations and result in an inward depolarizing current

(Ulens and Tytgat, 2001). The rate of activation is relatively slow, reaching a

steady state in hundreds of milliseconds, and the channels do not inactivate. One

of the hallmarks of these channels in electrophysiological recordings is the
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depolarizing sag that is evident during response to hyperpolarizing constant

currents. In addition, these channels display sensitivity to modulators such as

cAMP and PIP, which can result in a shift in activation range (Wang et al., 2002;

Pian et al., 2006). Neurons of the auditory system including the MSO, MNTB,

AVCN, octopus cells and many others show particularly high expression of HCN

channels (Banks et al., 1993; Bal and Oertel, 2000; Koch et al., 2004) (Khurana,

unpublished data). Along with these high expression levels, the partial activation

at rest and non-inactivating gating kinetics allow these channels to contribute to

the large resting conductance of these cells. These low resting input resistances

generate fast membrane time constants, especially in principal neurons of the

MSO and octopus cells where membrane time constants are on the order of a

few 100 microseconds. Physiologically this allows the membrane potential to

change quickly in response to current injection, maximizing the detection and

temporal resolution of current flowing through the fast AMPA channels. Since

HCN channels are depolarizing in nature the membrane potential is pushed

toward the channel’s reversal potential (–30 and -20 mV) (Bal and Oertel, 2000).

Without a counterbalance this would cause a continual migration of the

membrane potential towards the action potential threshold, as is seen in motor

neurons of the heart (Ludwig et al., 2003). However, the expression of Kv

channels in auditory neurons has been shown to contribute a hyperpolarizing

influence on the resting potential (Oertel et al., 2008). This intricate dance

between depolarizing and hyperpolarizing resting conductances results in
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relatively depolarized resting membrane potentials (–60 and –70 mV) and

illustrates the importance of not only HCN in these cells but Kv channels as well.

Potassium channels

Kv channels display the greatest diversity in gating properties of all voltage

gated ion channels in the central nervous system (CNS). There are 5 different

mechanisms behind this diversity (Gutman et al., 2005).  1)

Heteromultimerization: There are currently 12 known families of Kv channels

often denoted as Kv1-12. Each functional Kv channels consists of 4 α-subunits

that are made up of six transmembrane domains including the S4 region, which

confers voltage sensitivity. Kv channels can be composed of four of the same α

subunits (homotetramer) from the same family, or a mixture (heterotetramer).

These different α-subunit configurations can bestow considerably different

properties to the channel. 2) Modifier subunits: Kv channel families 5, 6, 8 and 9

are considered modifiers because they are unable to form functional channels on

there own, but can tetramerize with the Kv2 family of potassium channels to form

functional channels with unique properties. 3) Accessory subunits: There are a

variety of peptides which have been shown to directly associate with Kv channels

and modify the native properties of the channel. These include β subunits (which

associate with Kv1 and Kv2), KCHIP1 (Kv4), calmodulin (Kv10) and many others.

Each of these proteins binds to specific locations on the native channel thereby

affecting their gating properties. 4) Post-translational modification: Many
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channels are capable of being modified by phosphorylation, ubiquitination and

palmitoylation. These highly targeted modifications can lead to large changes in

gating properties and distribution of the channel. 5) Alternate mRNA splicing:

Members within the Kv 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10 and 11 families contain exons which allow

for alternative splicing. This results in genes that produce proteins with different

compositions and properties. What this diversity affords the nervous system is a

tool set of finely tuned Kv channels with different gating kinetics, each of which

can be used to perform a specific role. It has become increasingly clear this

diversity is critical to cellular function in neurons throughout the nervous system.

This is made even more evident by diseases directly related to subtle differences

in the properties of channels in the native and disease state, often termed

channelopothies. For example, one such channelopathy leads to episodic ataxia

type 1. In the familial, periodic cerebellar form, the disease is characterized by

attacks of imbalance and uncoordinated movements (ataxia), often accompanied

by nausea, vertigo and headache (Ashcroft, 2000). The gene responsible for this

disease contains a missense mutation and encodes the Kv1.1 potassium

channel subunit. When this mutation was introduced into the wild-type Kv1.1

channel and expressed in Xenopus oocytes the mutant channel displayed

properties different than the native channel (Adelman et al., 1995). Mutant

channels have faster activation kinetics, increased C-type inactivation and a +20

mV shift in the voltage dependence of activation. Overall the neuronal effect of

these changes was the prolongation of action potential duration. While the
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diversity of potassium channels makes them prone to channelopothies, most

voltage gated ion channels have been identified as targets of channelopathies.

What diseases like this one illustrate is just how important the expression of

voltage gated ion channels and their specific properties are to the overall function

of neurons in the nervous system. Further research to define channel properties

and function in different neurons may lead to highly targeted disease therapies.

In neurons of the sound localization pathway there are three different Kv

channels that have received particular experimental attention and produce

currents with distinct characteristics: a fast transient current (A-current), a slowly-

inactivating low-voltage activated current (IK(LVA)) and a non-inactivating high-

voltage activated current (IK(HVA)). Together these channels contribute to the

membrane properties of auditory neurons that allow them to detect, integrate and

transmit neural signals on a sub-millisecond time scale.  In this next section I will

discuss the role these channels play in a variety of neurons within the auditory

brainstem and CNS as a whole. Particular attention will be paid to how each

channel’s kinetics and distribution shapes the detection and integration of

synaptic signals and more generally the functionality of the cell. Because of the

scarcity of direct recordings of axonal potassium channels and the aims of this

dissertation the focus in this next section will be primarily on channels expressed

in the soma and dendrites.
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Transient voltage-gated potassium channel

The first of the three channels that will be discussed display fast activating

and rapidly inactivating gating kinetics.  These transient potassium currents are

often referred to as A-currents and were first described by Connor and Stevens

in 1971 (Connor, 1971). They have been described in a variety of brain regions

including the hippocampus, cerebellum, cortex, olfactory bulb and auditory

midbrain (Wang et al., 1991; Hoffman et al., 1997; Bekkers, 2000a; Christie and

Westbrook, 2003; Johnston et al., 2008). While the overall transient nature of this

current is similar among different neurons their functional role and underlying

molecular basis may vary (Solc et al., 1987).

In principal neurons of the MNTB, pyramidal neurons of CA1 and mitral

cells of the olfactory bulb, potassium channels composed of the Kv4.3 subunit

produce A-currents (Martina et al., 1998; Johnston et al., 2008). In the MNTB

these currents are believed to accelerate action potential repolarization, but

during a long stimulus train eventually inactivation of the A-current leads to an a

more depolarized action potential threshold (Johnston et al., 2008). In CA1

pyramidal neurons, these channels contribute to the spike-timing dependent

long-term potentiation (LTP), a form of synaptic plasticity believed to be important

in learning and memory (Watanabe et al., 2002). The hypothesis is that dendritic

A-currents inactivate rapidly after synaptic EPSP depolarizations resulting in

more effective back propagation of action potentials. This leads to a greater Ca2+

influx especially in the more distal regions of the neuron where A-currents are
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largest. A similar expression pattern of A-currents has been found in pyramidal

neurons of layer V somatosensory cortex and mitral cells of the olfactory bulb

(Bekkers, 2000b; Korngreen and Sakmann, 2000; Christie and Westbrook,

2003). In addition to dendritic gradients Kv channels can also be restricted in one

compartment versus another. For example mitral cells display a significantly

greater density of A-current in their lateral versus apical dendrites (Bekkers,

2000b). This expression pattern would differentially impact synaptic integration in

these two compartments and may potentially be of great importance to the

overall function of the cell. Together these examples illustrate the importance of

not only the kinetic properties of a channel in shaping neuronal function but also

the critical role their subcellular distribution plays as well (Johnston et al., 2000).

The transient A-current is not only produced by channels composed of the

Kv4.3 subunit but has also been seen in channels composed of Kv3.3 and Kv3.4

(Weiser et al., 1994). While channels composed of Kv3 subunits do inactivate

completely, making them transient in nature, their rate of inactivation is slower

than channels composed of the Kv4.3 subunit. In the cerebellum it has been

shown that Purkinje neurons express Kv3.3 and Kv3.4 channels in both the soma

and dendrites (Martina et al., 2003; Sacco et al.). They have rapid activation and

deactivation kinetics. The functional role of these channels in Purkinje neurons

depends heavily on their somatodendritic distribution. In the soma and proximal

dendrites these channels actively dampen back propagation of sodium spikes. In

the more distal dendrites these channels are activated by large depolarizations of
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the climbing fibers and likely contribute to the production of the classic complex

spike waveform, while at the same time not disrupting the spatial and temporal

summation of smaller EPSPs (Zagha, 2008). Overall these examples illustrate

that A-currents in general limit neuronal excitability, however their transient

nature works to limit the time window over which this dampening effect may

occur.

High voltage-activated potassium channels

The last two potassium channels of interest differ mainly in their rate of

inactivation and voltage sensitivity. One channel activates at relatively high

voltages above –20 mV and displays very little inactivation while the other begins

to activate above –70 mV and slowly inactivates (Coetzee et al., 1999). They

have been termed low-voltage (KLVA) or high-voltage (KHVA) activated Kv

channels. Classically KHVA channels have been thought of as a delayed rectifier

because they activate slowly and act to repolarize the membrane potential of the

cell. Its kinetic properties produce currents that allow them to repolarize action

potentials without compromising the spike initiation or AP amplitude. In addition

their rapid deactivation allows them to maintain this function over relatively high

frequency AP firing rates (Rudy and McBain, 2001). These currents are generally

produced by potassium channels containing the Kv3.1 and/or Kv3.2 subunits and

are expressed most heavily in fast spiking neurons within the CNS.

KHVA channels are heavily expressed in neurons of the sound localization

pathway (Perney et al., 1992; Perney and Kaczmarek, 1997; Wang et al.). In the
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MNTB these channels contribute to the temporal fidelity of phase-locking (Wang

et al., 1998; Macica et al., 2003). In addition, experiments have shown that

activation of protein kinase C (PKC), likely through phosphorylation of the

channel produces a decrease in the maximum conductance (Song and

Kaczmarek, 2006). Paradoxically this decrease in conductance results in an

increase in temporal fidelity and maximum firing rate of the neuron, at least for

intermediate stimulation frequencies. For higher frequency stimulation however

this reduction in conductance is detrimental to the temporal fidelity of phase-

locking in the neuron. Interestingly the intrinsic biophysical properties of MNTB

neurons differs as a function of location within the tonotopic map (Brew and

Forsythe, 2005). Neurons in the higher frequency region of the MNTB display

higher potassium conductance and lower input resistance than those in lower

frequency regions. Although these changes in biophysical properties are not

entirely attributable to KHVA channels it is possible that modulation by PKC may

play a role in tuning KHVA channel properties for different patterns of sensory

stimulation. MNTB neurons provide an excellent example of how modulation of

voltage-gated ion channel properties might shape the neuronal capabilities of the

cell.

 Interestingly, high expression levels of KHVA channels appear to be a

common feature of inhibitory neurons within the CNS (Du et al., 1996; Martina et

al., 1998; Lien and Jonas, 2003; Goldberg et al., 2005; Grabert and Wahle,

2008). In the hippocampus GABAergic interneurons of the dentate gyrus display
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a fast-spiking phenotype and generate high-frequency trains of action potentials

in response to a square pulse of current injection. Application of a Kv channel

blocker substantially reduces the action potential frequency. In comparison, the

low frequency accommodating firing pattern of CA1 pyramidal neurons is

prolonged in the presence of this Kv channel blocker (Madison and Nicoll, 1984;

Matsuda et al., 1986; Scharfman, 1995). These cell to cell differences likely arise

from the differential expression of Kv3 and Kv4 subunits (Martina et al., 1998).

Single cell RT-PCR analysis of mRNA showed that Kv3.1 and Kv3.2 are

expressed predominantly by inhibitory interneurons in the hippocampus. In

contrast Kv4.3, while not absent in inhibitory neurons, is more prevalent in

pyramidal neurons. Together the differential expression of Kv channels helps to

define the action potential phenotypes and likely functional capabilities of these

two neurons types.

Low voltage-activated potassium channels

The most predominantly studied potassium channel in the auditory

system, and of particular interest in the sound localization pathway, are the KLVA

channels. These channels, as their name implies, activate rapidly at low voltages

(~-70 mV), inactivate slowly (D-current) and are partially non-inactivating. They

are likely heterotetramers composed of the Kv1.1, Kv1.2 and possibly Kv1.6 α-

subunits (Dodson et al., 2002). Characterizations of currents produced by these

channels have been done in both the octopus and bushy cells of the cochlear
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nucleus, MNTB, LSO and MSO. The physiological hallmark of these neurons is

their the phasic rather than tonic action potential response to a square current

injection (Rathouz and Trussell, 1998; Bal and Oertel, 2001; Svirskis et al., 2003;

Cao et al., 2007). After spike threshold has been reached and an action potential

has been produced IK(LVA) prevents subsequent action potential production by

remaining open in the subthreshold range. In addition these channels

counterbalance the depolarizing current generated by Ih and contribute to the

large resting conductance that is responsible for the low input resistance and fast

membrane time constant of auditory neurons.

Unlike potassium channels from other Kv families there are relatively

specific channel blockers for the Kv1 family that have allowed for the direct

examination of their functional role in neurons of both the sound localization

pathway and the CNS in general. These Kv channel blockers are mainly toxins

produced by the snakes Dendroaspis angusticeps and polylepis (black and green

mamba respectively) and are aptly named dendrotoxins (Harvey, 2001). In

addition to being selective for Kv1 family in general, different fractions of the toxin

produced by these snakes are relatively selective for the Kv channels composed

of subunits from different subfamilies. The most selective is dendrotoxin-K, which

in low concentrations preferentially blocks Kv1.1 containing channels. Two other

fractions that both block Kv1.1, Kv1.2 and Kv1.6, α-dendrotoxin and dendrotoxin

I have been widely utilized in physiological studies. In addition to the

dendrotoxins, tityustoxin-Kα has been used to isolate Kv1 channels containing
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the Kv1.2 α-subunits (Dodson et al., 2002). However, Kv1.3 has recently shown

sensitivity to this toxin as well (Rodrigues et al., 2003). This illustrates the care

that must be taken in assuming the specificity of these toxins. In general these

blockers afford researchers the ability to isolate both the functional effects of KLVA

channels in current clamp experiments and IK(LVA) in voltage clamp recordings, as

well as the ability to identify some of the subunits that comprise KLVA channels in

different neurons.

To date the most thorough characterization of KLVA channels in the sound

localization pathway has been in neurons of the cochlear nucleus (Bal and

Oertel, 2001; Rothman and Manis, 2003b; Cao et al., 2007). Using a combination

of current and voltage-clamp techniques, as well as modeling, Rothman and

Manis described both the kinetic properties and functional role these channels

play in regulating electrical activity. They found that IK(LVA) was responsible for the

phasic firing pattern of type II neurons (likely bushy cells) (Rothman and Manis,

2003a; Cao et al., 2007). However, by adjusting the strength of IK(LVA) in their

model neuron, both phasic and tonic firing patterns could be obtained, illustrating

the importance of channel density as well as kinetic properties in shaping cellular

excitability. Overall KLVA channels allow bushy cells within the cochlear nucleus to

integrate the converging, phase-locked inputs of the auditory nerve fiber and

transmit these trains of inputs with high temporal fidelity to the MNTB, MSO and

LSO: an essential element for the precise encoding of cues used for sound

localization. This is further illustrated in knockout mice for the Kcna1 gene (the
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gene that encodes for Kv1.1). MNTB neurons in these animals display an

increased time window over which synaptic inputs may summate, an effect

similar to what is recorded after the application of DTX-K (Gittelman and Tempel,

2006). This increase in the window for temporal summation leads to a distortion

in the timing of synaptic inhibition to both the MSO and LSO, illustrating again the

importance of IK(LVA) in maintaining the temporal fidelity of synaptic inputs in the

sound localization pathway.

KLVA channels are also expressed in a variety of neurons outside the

auditory system including CA1 pyramidal neurons, Purkinje cells and medium

spiny neurons of the striatum (Storm, 1988; Shen et al., 2004; Mckay, 2005). In

the hippocampus these channels regulate Ca2+ spiking thresholds and thus Ca2+

influx in the soma and apical dendrites of CA1 pyramidal neurons by modulating

the shape and size of action potential after-hyperpolarizations (Golding et al.,

1999; Metz et al., 2007). Interestingly, recent experiments have shown that there

may be local regulation of the expression of Kv1.1 in the dendrites of these

neurons in response to synaptic inputs (Raab-Graham et al., 2006). During high

levels of synaptic excitation it appears there may be a local suppression of

dendritic channels by reducing their local synthesis. This is an excellent example

for how dynamic control of channel properties might shape the integration of

synaptic signals and the overall computation of the neuron.

KLVA channels in Purkinje cells and medium spiny neurons play an

important role in regulating the complex excitability states of both neurons; a
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result of the channel’s ability to regulate subthreshold membrane excitability due

to their low voltage activation and slow inactivation. In Purkinje neurons somatic

and dendritically localized KLVA channels maintain the neuron’s low frequency

Na+ spiking and burst output, regulate the duration of plateau potentials, and set

the threshold for Ca2+ spike discharge (McKay, 2005). Similarly, in medium spiny

neurons KLVA channels regulate the spike frequency by contributing to the after

hyperpolarization duration and amplitude (Shen et al., 2004). In addition these

channels likely contribute to the cells transition too a “down-state” in which the

resting membrane potential remains at relatively hyperpolarized potentials (-80 to

-90 mV).

Overall the low-voltage activation and slow inactivation of KLVA channels

allow them to shape the subthreshold synaptic integration and excitability of

neurons in various regions of the CNS. In addition to these properties their

specific function within a given neuron is dependent on their location and density.

Further refinement of the channel’s role can be achieved through changes in

expression level, phosphorylation or the association of β-subunits (Winklhofer et

al., 2003; Sokolowski, 2005; Raab-Graham et al., 2006).

Potassium channels in the MSO

Currently very little is known about what specific Kv channels are

expressed in the MSO. There is however indirect evidence that indicates the

expression of KLVA channels. In response to square current injections MSO
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principal neurons respond with the characteristic single AP response, and the

action potential firing rate is sensitive to dendrotoxins (Smith, 1995; Svirskis et

al., 2003). In addition experiments using sharp micro-electrodes to record

synaptically elicited EPSPs show that the window over which excitatory inputs

can summate to produce an action potential is extremely brief, ~50-500 µs

(Grothe and Sanes, 1993). This finding strongly suggests MSO neurons display

low input resistances and fast membrane time constants, a biophysical feature

usually associated with the expression of Ih and KLVA channels. Together these

experiments lend strong evidence to the idea that MSO principal neurons

express high levels of KLVA channels, and since the functional role of MSO

neurons is to precisely detect the timing of synaptic inputs it is likely these

channels play an extremely important role in allowing this detection to occur with

high temporal resolution.

Sodium channels

Voltage gated sodium channels play an integral part in the rising phase

and propagation of action potentials in the axon. However, their expression in the

soma and dendrites is also of great importance, although maybe not as well

appreciated. There are 9 families of sodium channels (often denoted as Nav1.1-

9). However, unlike potassium channels the four subunits that compose these

channels are encoded within a single gene (Catterall, 2000; Goldin, 2001).

Therefore the four sodium channel subunits, which compose the functional

channel, are created as a single protein and do not form heteromultimers. Similar
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to Kv channels, different splice variants as well associative proteins (β1 and β2)

and phosphorylation are capable of altering both the kinetics and distributional

properties of Nav channels. Although Nav channel modulation is often considered

more subtle than Kv channel modulation differences in Nav channels often play a

critical role in neuronal function (Mechaly et al., 2005). In adult animals, Nav1.1,

Nav1.2 and Nav1.6 are the predominant Nav expressed in the CNS. In addition,

their expression at the cellular and subcellular level shows some bias. Nav1.1

expression is strongest in the caudal regions and spinal cord while Nav1.2 are

most prevalent in rostral regions (Gordon et al., 1987; Beckh et al., 1989).

Specifically Nav1.1 is heavily expressed in the cell bodies of cortex, substantia

nigra, brainstem, hippocampus, cerebellum, caudate and spinal cord, and Nav1.2

is observed at high levels in axons within the globus pallidus, cerebellum,

hippocampus, and thalamus (Goldin, 2001). Nav1.6 however does not appear to

be expressed in a rostral-caudal gradient in the brain and specifically has been

observed in the soma and dendrites of the major output neurons of the

cerebellum, cortex, hippocampus as well as Purkinje cells  (Schaller et al., 1995;

Whitaker et al., 1999; Tzoumaka et al., 2000). As is apparent by the overlap of

expression stated above an individual neuron often expresses more than a single

type of Nav and like other voltage gated ion channels its distribution and kinetic

properties dictate what role it plays in neuronal function.

Unlike Kv channels there are very few ion channel blockers that

specifically block Nav. The most widely utilized Nav channel blocker is
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tetrodotoxin (TTX). It blocks by binding to a site inside the pore opening of the

channel. Its name comes from the order of the fish that produces it, the

tetrodontiformes; this includes the puffer fish, porcupine fish, ocean sun fish and

trigger fish. This toxin is lethal if consumed even in extremely small

concentrations, and is effective at blocking Nav channels with high specificity at

submicromolar concentrations. As an experimental tool, TTX has been of great

importance and has allowed for the examination of Nav channels role in signal

transduction and synaptic integration in neurons of both the central and

peripheral nervous system.

In the CNS, Nav channels not only govern the initiation and propagation of

axonal action potentials but are key regulators of synaptic integration and

somatodendritic electrogenesis (Schwindt and Crill, 1995; Lipowsky et al., 1996;

Jung et al., 1997; Stuart, 1999; Gonzalez-Burgos and Barrionuevo, 2001). For

example in layer V pyramidal neurons Nav channels amplify subthreshold EPSPs

in the dendrites produced by either synaptic (layer I) or simulated EPSC injection

(Gonzalez-Burgos and Barrionuevo, 2001). In addition recent work has shown

that these channels can be dynamically modulated by protein kinases, which are

up or down regulated in response to synaptic activity, and change the rate of Nav

channel inactivation (Carr et al., 2003; Chen et al., 2006). This type of Nav

channel modulation is a way to shape synaptic integration, dendritic

electrogenesis or boosting and repetitive discharge in response to previous
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synaptic stimuli. Overall Nav properties and distribution shape how these

channels contribute to cellular excitability and synaptic integration.

 The role of Nav in the detection and integration of synaptic inputs has

been examined in a limited number of neurons in the auditory system including

the MNTB, cochlear nucleus and nucleus laminaris (avian MSO analog) (Manis

et al., 2003; Ming and Wang, 2003; Kuba et al., 2006). Of the three, Nav

channels expressed in MNTB neurons have been the most thoroughly

investigated. MNTB neurons show high levels of immunostaining for Nav1.1 but

show little for Nav1.2 (Leao et al., 2005; Leão, 2006). In addition Nav1.6 has been

observed in rats and mice at younger ages. Nav channels in these neurons

recover from inactivation quickly, likely allowing them to return to an activatable

state between the brief action potential intervals (Leao et al., 2005). Interestingly

Nav channel properties appear to undergo developmental changes in rats just

before hearing onset. The non-inactivating, or persistent component of the

channel appears to double in size over a 3-5 day period. In congenitally deaf

mice, where coordinated synaptic stimulation would likely not occur, the

persistent current is considerably larger (Leão, 2006). These results suggest that

previous synaptic activity may regulate the expression or modulation of Nav

channels during development; a result that has also been observed in other

neurons within the CNS (Rasband, 2003; Van Wart and Matthews, 2006).
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Sodium channels in the MSO

Currently there is little known about the expression of Nav channels in

principal neurons of the MSO and how they shape synaptic integration. However

Svirskis et al. hypothesize that along with KLVA channels, Nav channels enhance

coincidence detection (Svirskis et al., 2004). In experiments using reverse

correlation to look at the preceding membrane activity of MSO neurons during

the injection of noisy excitatory and inhibitory conductances, action potentials

were usually preceded by a hyperpolarization. In the presence of TTX, preceding

hyperpolarizations were no longer detected in the reverse correlations. They

suggest that short hyperpolarizations, likely generated by inhibitory inputs, create

a brief window for coincidence detection by inducing recovery of inactivated Nav

channels from inactivation, as well as deactivating KLVA channels.

In order to fully understand how Nav and KLVA channels shape the

biophysical properties that allow MSO principal neurons to precisely detect the

arrival time of bilateral synaptic inputs, experiments in this dissertation will

directly examine the distribution and kinetic properties of these channels. In

addition, further assessment will be made as to the role these channels play in

shaping subthreshold synaptic integration. The goal of this dissertation is to

explore how these channels and their specific properties play an integral part in

shaping the biophysical properties of MSO principal neurons and the encoding of

submillisecond ITDs.
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General Methods

Slice preparation.  Mongolian gerbils (Meriones unguiculatus) were obtained

from Charles River Laboratories (Wilmington, MA) or bred at the University’s

Animal Resource Center. Gerbils (P14-38) were anesthetized with halothane,

and the brain removed while submerged in oxygenated, artificial cerebrospinal

fluid (ACSF, in mM: 125 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 2 CaCl2, 20 NaHCO3, 1.25 NaH2PO4,

25 glucose; pH 7.4 with NaOH). Horizontal sections (200 µm) were cut at 32°C

using an oscillating tissue slicer (Leica VT-1000S, Solms, Germany) and then

transferred to an incubating chamber containing oxygenated ACSF at 35°C. After

30 minutes, slices were held at room temperature until recording. Individual

slices were transferred to a recording stage and bathed with oxygenated ACSF

maintained at 35°C during recording.  All neurons were visualized using infrared

differential interference contrast microscopy (Zeiss Axioskop 2FS Plus,

Oberkochen, Germany) in combination with a newvicon tube camera (Dage-MTI,

Michigan City, IN).

Current-clamp recording.   Somatic and dendritic current-clamp recordings

were completed with a Dagan BVC-700A amplifiers in current clamp mode

(Minneapolis, MN) using bridge balance and capacitance compensation. Data

was low-pass filtered at 5 kHz and acquired at 50-100 kHz using custom macros

programmed in IgorPro (WaveMetrics, Inc., Lake Oswego, OR).
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Voltage-clamp recordings.   Recordings were made using an Axopatch 200B

voltage clamp amplifier (Axon Instruments). Data was low pass filtered at 10 kHz

and acquired at 100 kHz using custom macros programmed in IgorPro.
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CHAPTER 2

Low Voltage-activated Potassium Channels:

Post Hearing Developmental Refinement of Temporal Processing in
Principal Neurons of the Medial Superior Olive1

ABSTRACT

In mammals, principal neurons of the medial superior olive (MSO) exhibit

biophysical specializations that enable them to detect sound localization cues

with microsecond precision. In the present study, we employed whole-cell patch

recordings to examine the development of these neurons’ intrinsic electrical

properties in brainstem slices from P14-38 gerbils. In the week following hearing

onset (P14-21), we observed dramatic reductions in somatic EPSP duration,

input resistance and membrane time constant. Surprisingly, somatically recorded

action potentials also dramatically declined in amplitude over a similar period (38

± 3 to 17 ± 2 mV, τ=5.2 days). Simultaneous somatic and dendritic patch

recordings revealed that these action potentials were initiated in the axon, which

primarily emerged from the soma. In older gerbils, the rapid speed of membrane

voltage changes and the attenuation of action potential amplitudes were

mediated extensively by low voltage-activated potassium channels containing the

                                               

1 Adapted from L. L. Scott*, P. J. Mathews*, N. L. Golding, (2005) J. Neuroscience
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Kv1.1 subunit. In addition, whole-cell voltage-clamp recordings revealed that

these potassium channels increase nearly 4-fold from P14-23, and are thus a

major component of developmental changes in excitability. Finally, the

electrophysiological features of principal neurons of the medial nucleus of the

trapezoid body (MNTB) did not change after P14, indicating that post-hearing

regulation of intrinsic membrane properties is not a general feature of all time-

coding auditory neurons. We suggest that the striking electrical segregation of

the axon from the soma and dendrites of MSO principal neurons minimizes

spike-induced distortion of synaptic potentials, and thus preserves the accuracy

of binaural comparisons.

INTRODUCTION

Although the auditory canal opens at approximately postnatal day 12

(P12) in gerbils, rats and mice, auditory function is not mature from the outset. In

gerbils, the sound intensity required to produce responses by the cochlea and

VCN neurons declines during the first week of hearing (Woolf and Ryan, 1984,

1985; Echteler et al., 1989). Additionally, the maximum firing rates of VCN and

superior olivary neurons increase and tuning matures in these neurons as well as

the cochlea (Harris et al., 1984; Woolf and Ryan, 1985; Sanes and Rubel, 1988;

Echteler et al., 1989). In humans and other vertebrates, the ability to localize

sound sources on the horizontal plane also matures after hearing onset (Kelly et

al., 1987; Ashmead et al., 1991).
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Less attention has focused on the development of MSO neurons’ intrinsic

properties. In fact, few intracellular recordings have been reported in the MSO

beyond P20 (but see Smith, 1995). In the present study, we describe

developmental changes in the properties of MSO principal neurons after hearing

onset (P14-38). During the first week of hearing, the membrane time constant

decreases and EPSPs narrow. Action potentials, initiated in the axon, also

decrease in amplitude. These developmental changes are mediated largely by

an increase in IK(LVA). Although MNTB principal neurons also express IK(LVA)

(Banks and Smith, 1992; Brew and Forsythe, 1995; Dodson et al., 2002), their

intrinsic properties do not change after hearing onset. Thus, the developmental

refinement of electrical properties is not a general feature of all time-coding

neurons.

METHODS

Whole-cell current-clamp recording.  Recordings were made using heat-

polished borosilicate patch pipettes (1.65 mm OD, World Precision Instruments,

Sarasota, FL) with open tip resistances of 2-4 MΩ  (somatic electrodes) and 6-11

MΩ (dendritic electrodes). The internal solution in patch pipettes contained (in

mM): potassium gluconate 115, KCl 20, sodium phosphocreatine 10, EGTA 0.5,

MgATP 4, NaGTP 0.3, pH 7.3 with KOH. For current-clamp recordings, biocytin

(0.1%) was also included in the internal solution for subsequent morphological

analyses of the recorded cells.
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Somatic and dendritic recordings were made with Dagan BVC-700A

amplifiers in current-clamp mode (Minneapolis, MN). Activation of synaptic inputs

to MSO and MNTB cells was achieved by delivering brief (100 µs) electrical

pulses to the slice through patch pipettes broken to tip diameters of ~10 µm.

Pulses were generated by a constant current stimulator (Digitimer, Hertfordshire,

England). Stimulation electrodes were placed both medial and lateral to the

MSO. The identification of recorded cells was made on the basis of their location

in the slice, cell body shape, and responses to depolarizing current steps.

Additionally, many cells were successfully labeled with biocytin and their

morphology examined (see below).  To determine the effect of IK(LVA) on the

intrinsic properties of MSO neurons, 40-80 nM dendrotoxin-K (DTX-K, Alomone

Labs, Jerusalem, Israel) was bath applied. To test the impact of the

developmental increase in IK(LVA) on temporal summation, two simulated EPSCs

(biexponential waveform: 0.2 ms rise and 0.2 ms decay, 3.5 ms duration)

separated by 0-2.5 ms (0.1 ms increments) were injected at the soma.

Recordings were included if the series resistance was <15 MΩ for somatic

recordings and <50 MΩ for dendritic recordings.

Whole-cell voltage-clamp recording.  Somatic whole-cell voltage-clamp

recordings were made with an Axopatch 200B amplifier (Axon Instruments,

Union City, CA). Pipettes were wrapped with Parafilm (Pechiney Plastic

Packaging, Chicago, IL) to reduce electrode capacitance. In addition to cell
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location and soma shape, MSO principal neurons were identified by their

transient responses to suprathreshold depolarizing current steps in fast current-

clamp mode. Slices were bathed in ACSF (above) with 10 mM TEA, 1 µM TTX,

200 µM CoCl2, 1 µM strychnine (Sigma, St. Louis, MO), 10 µM CNQX and 50 µM

ZD7288 (Tocris, Ellisville, MO) to block high voltage-activated potassium,

voltage-gated sodium and calcium channels, glycine and AMPA receptors and Ih,

respectively. NaCl and dextrose were adjusted to 115 mM and 11 mM,

respectively, in order to maintain an osmotic difference of 20 mmol/kg between

the external and internal solutions. DTX-K (80 nM) was later added to test the

contribution of low voltage-activated potassium channels. The perfusion lines

were cleaned with 0.1 M NaOH for 20 minutes between these experiments. The

series resistance (4-10 MΩ) was compensated by at least 95%, and the resting

membrane potential was adjusted to account for a liquid junction potential of +10

mV. The voltage offset was checked at the end of each recording to ensure a

<5 mV offset.

Anatomy.  Slices with biocytin-labeled cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde

and subsequently processed using an ABC kit (nickel-enhanced DAB reaction,

Vectorlabs, Burlingame, CA). MSO and MNTB principal neurons were verified by

their location in the slice, and by cell morphology. Cells were traced at 40X using

an Axioskop FS2 with a camera lucida. Axon location with respect to the center
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of the soma was also measured at 40X using a Zeiss Axiocam CCD camera and

Openlab 3.1.4 Software (Improvision, Lexington, MA).

Analysis.  All analysis was completed in IgorPro. The membrane time constant

was obtained from a single exponential fit to the peak of a hyperpolarizing

voltage response (3-5 mV from rest). Peak and steady-state V-I plots were

generated from voltage responses to 100 ms current steps measured at the peak

and during the last 10 ms of the step pulse, respectively. The input resistance

was obtained from the slope of the peak V-I plot between 0 and 10 mV below

rest. Action potential amplitude was measured relative to the inflection point. The

rise time of synaptically-evoked EPSPs were measured between 10 and 90% of

the peak amplitude, which was adjusted to 4-6 mV. The duration of these EPSPs

were measured at half-maximal amplitude. In the voltage-clamp recordings, peak

current responses were evoked from a -80 mV 750 ms prepulse to voltages up to

0 mV (1 s). Leak current was extrapolated from peak responses to small

depolarizing voltage steps from –80 mV. Whole-cell capacitance was obtained

from the amplifier after compensating for the series resistance, pipette

capacitance and whole cell resistance and capacitance. Means are presented

± SEM and compared using a two-way ANOVA or Student’s t-test.

RESULTS

To examine the maturation of intrinsic membrane properties and action

potential signaling in the MSO, we made somatic whole-cell current-clamp
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recordings from 156 principal neurons in slices from P14-38 gerbils. Neurons of

all ages responded to suprathreshold depolarizing current steps with a single

action potential accompanied by strong outward rectification, presumably

reflecting the activation of voltage-gated potassium channels (Fig. 2.1A). Input

resistances were extremely low in MSO principal neurons, which resulted in fast

membrane time constants of less than 2 µs (Fig. 2.1A,B). Excitatory post-

synaptic potentials (EPSPs) exhibited fast kinetics, with rise times less than 33

µs and halfwidths below 1.23 ms. The rapid EPSP kinetics enabled MSO

principal neurons to fire at high frequencies, up to hundreds of impulses per

second, without temporal summation (Fig. 2.1C).

The duration of EPSPs was developmentally regulated in MSO principal

neurons (Fig. 2.2). At P14-16, soon after the opening of the auditory canal, EPSP

width averaged 0.78 ± 0.05 ms (n=14), measured at half-maximal amplitude.

Although the rate of rise for EPSPs remained relatively stable between P14 and

P38 (Fig. 2.2A,B), in the week following hearing onset the duration of EPSPs

declined exponentially with a time constant of 4.3 days (Fig. 2.2A,C). The input

resistance and membrane time constant also declined over the same time

window, reaching asymptotic values of ~7 MΩ and 0.3 ms by approximately 3

weeks after birth (Fig. 2.2D). This developmental shortening of the time constant

constrains the duration of the EPSP to more accurately reflect the time course of

the underlying EPSC.
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FIG. 2.1   THE INTRINSIC PROPERTIES OF AN MSO PRINCIPAL NEURON FROM A P21
GERBIL

A. Responses to a family of 100 ms current pulses (-2 to 2.8 nA; 0.2 nA
steps.) The resting membrane potential was –58 mV. The universal response of
MSO principal neurons to a suprathreshold depolarizing current step was a
single action potential with fast repolarization (top and middle panels). Rapid
voltage responses reflect a short membrane time constant, measured using
single exponential fit of a small hyperpolarizing voltage response (bottom panel).
B.  Peak (triangles) and steady-state (circles) V-I plots generated from the
voltage responses shown in A indicate that this neuron also had a low input
resistance. Input resistance was obtained from the V-I plot between 0 and 10 mV
below rest (Rinput(pk)= 8 MΩ , Rinput(ss)= 5 MΩ ). C. Responses to synaptic
stimulation in another cell (P19). MSO principal neurons followed high-frequency
synaptic stimulation without temporal summation. (Exp. by LLS)
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FIG. 2.2   THE PHYSIOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF MSO PRINCIPAL NEURONS
UNDERGO DEVELOPMENTAL CHANGES AFTER HEARING ONSET

A. Synaptically evoked EPSPs (4 – 6 mV) with normalized amplitudes at
P14, P23 and P36 show that EPSP shape is developmentally regulated.
Strychnine (1 µm) blocked glycinergic inhibition during all cases of synaptic
stimulation. B. The rate of rise for EPSPs remained relatively stable after hearing
onset (n=67). C. In the same neurons as in B, the duration of EPSPs, measured
a half-maximal amplitude, declined nearly one-third between P14 and P21 with a
single exponential time constant of 4.3 d. D. The input resistance (left axis;
circles) and membrane time constant (right axis; triangles) of 68 principal
neurons declined threefold over the same time window, both with the time
constant of 3.3 d (single exponential fit). The fits for input resistance (black) and
membrane time constant (gray) essentially overlap. (Exp. by LLS)
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 The developmental decline in EPSP duration, input resistance and

membrane time constant were significantly different when comparing means for

P14-16 and P19-21 (EPSP duration, p<0.01; input resistance, p<0.001;

membrane time constant, p<0.0005; n=7-18). There was no further change in

these parameters between P19-21 and P28-30. Also, the EPSP rate of rise did

not change between these three age groups, P14-16, P19-20 and P28-30 (p=0.3,

n=7-14). The shape and amplitude of action potentials in MSO principal neurons

also exhibited striking changes during the first week of hearing (Fig. 2.3). At P14,

action potentials were typically large and exceeded 0 mV, similar to action

potentials in most brain areas. In slices from older animals, action potentials

appeared progressively smaller in amplitude, with slower rates of rise, and larger

current thresholds for initiation (Fig. 2.3A-D). In electrophysiologically mature

neurons, action potentials were small near threshold (between 5 and 15 mV) but

were graded with increasing stimulus amplitude (e.g. Fig. 2.1A, middle traces).

These small action potentials could double in amplitude in response to strong

synaptic excitation (data not shown).

When compared across age groups, action potential amplitudes and

maximum rates of rise decreased by more than 50% between P14-16 and P19-

21 (amplitude, p<0.00005; dV/dt, p<0.0001; n=16-21), while the current required

for initiation nearly doubled over the same period (p<0.000002, n=16-20). Unlike

the input resistance and membrane time constant, action potential parameters

continued to change moderately between P19-21 and P28-30. During this period,
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FIG. 2.3   THE SHAPE AND AMPLITUDE OF ACTION POTENTIALS IN MSO PRINCIPAL
NEURONS PROGRESSIVELY CHANGE AFTER HEARING ONSET

Action potentials were evoked in 81 cells via suprathreshold 100 ms
square current steps. A. At P14, action potentials were large, exceeding 0 mV.
Over the next few days, action potential amplitudes and rates of rise decreased
markedly. Current steps are shown below the AP responses. B. APs amplitudes,
measured with respect to the inflection point, declined with a single exponential
time constant of 5.2 d. C. Maximum rates of rise decreased with a time constant
of 3.1 d. D. The current required for action potential initiation increased with a
time constant of 5.2 d (single exponential fit). (Exp. by LLS, PJM)
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the action potential amplitudes and maximum rates of rise decreased again by

almost 50% (amplitude, p<0.005; dV/dt, p<0.05; n=7-16) and the current required

for initiation nearly doubled (p<0.05, n=6-16). In contrast with the increase in

current required for AP initiation, the voltage threshold declined by ~7 mV after

hearing onset with the majority of this decline occurring between P19-21 and

P28-30 (P19-21 vs. P28-30: p<0.01; P14-16: -31.4 ± 1.16 mV, P19-21: -33.3

± 4.83 mV, P28-30: -38.2 ± 1.33 mV; n=6-21).

Developmental changes in action potential amplitude could be caused by

a shift in the balance of sodium and potassium currents after hearing onset.

Alternatively, the site of action potential initiation could shift farther from the

soma. To distinguish between these two possibilities, we examined action

potential initiation through morphological and electrophysiological analyses. First

we determined where the axon emerged from the cell by analyzing the

morphology and axon location of 129 biocytin-labeled neurons (Fig. 2.4A). In

most cells, the axon emerged directly from the soma (73%), whereas the

remaining axons typically emerged from the proximal dendrite, less than 30 µm

from the soma (8% medial, 19% lateral; Fig. 2.4B). This pattern was observed at

all ages included in our study.

To address whether action potential initiation occurs in the axons of MSO

principal neurons we made dual current-clamp recordings at the soma and

proximal dendrite, less than 50 µm from the soma in P16-19 gerbils. Action

potentials were initiated with either somatic current injection or synaptic
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stimulation. When the axon emerged from the soma (n=5 of 6), action potentials

evoked by somatic current injection were always detected first at the soma, and

subsequently in the dendrite in an attenuated form (Fig. 2.4C, top left). This was

also true for synaptically-evoked action potentials, although in one case the peak

timing was ambiguous due to the broader shape in combination with a short

recording distance (Fig. 2.4C, bottom left). However, when the axon emerged

from the lateral dendrite within 5 µm of the dendritic recording site (50 µm from

the soma, n=1 of 6), the action potential was detected first in the dendrite (Fig.

2.4C, right column). The range of action potential amplitudes in these dual

recordings (17-56 mV at the soma) suggests both small and large action

potentials initiate near or in the axon. Taken together, the anatomical and

physiological results are consistent with an axonal site of action potential

initiation, independent of electrophysiological maturity. Thus, developmental

changes in action potential amplitude and shape are more likely due to changes

in the balance of voltage-dependent conductances.

To test the role of IK(LVA) in action potential generation, we examined the

effects of the Kv1.1-containing channel blocker, DTX-K, on MSO principal

neurons exhibiting mature electrophysiological properties (P20-21 gerbils). While

the transient firing pattern of 5 neurons was not altered in the presence of 40 or

80 nM DTX-K (Fig. 2.5A), the toxin induced dramatic changes in other response

properties. The membrane time constant and input resistance increased
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FIG. 2.4   APS ARE INITIATED IN THE AXON OF MSO PRINCIPAL NEURONS, AND
AXON LOCATION DOES NOT CHANGE AS A FUNCTION OF AGE

A. Camera lucida reconstructions of biocytin-filled MSO neurons show axon
location (in red). Three axons were truncated for the figure (*). B. A cumulative
frequency plot of 129 cells shows that most axons emerged directly from the soma
(73%), as indicated by the points within the shaded region. In the remaining cells, 19%
of the axons emerged proximally from the lateral dendrite (to the right of the shaded
region) and 8% emerged from the medial dendrite within 8 µm from the soma (to the left
of the shaded region) C. Dual somatic and proximal dendritic current-clamp recordings in
two neurons, one with a somatically located axon (left) and one with an axon extending
from the lateral dendrite ~50 µm from the soma (right). Top panel, camera lucida
reconstructions show the location of the axon (in red and indicated by arrows). For the
neuron with a dendritically located axon, the dendritic recording site and the axon were
<5 µm apart. In both neurons, the medial dendrite is on the left. Middle and bottom
panels, somatic and dendritic (lateral dendrite; purple traces) responses to
suprathreshold somatic current injection (middle panels) or lateral synaptic stimulation
(bottom panels). For the neuron with an axon extending from the soma, action potentials
were detected first at the soma and then 35 µm out on the dendrite in an attenuated form
(lag time, 20 µs for current injection, 0 µs for synaptic stimulation). However, in the
neuron with the dendritically located axon, APs were first detected at the dendritic
recordings step, 50 µm from the soma, and then at the soma (lag time, 20 µs for current
injection, 40 µs for synaptic stimulation). (Exp. by LLS)
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FIG. 2.5   DTX-K ALTERED THE ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF THE MSO
A. The response of a typical MSO neuron to current pulses (- 2 to 0.8 or

2.8 nA, 0.2 nA steps) before and after the application of 80 nM DTX-K shows that
a transient firing pattern persisted in the presence of toxin. B. In contrast, the
slope of the peak V-I plot below rest reveals that the input resistance of this cell
increased >2.5-fold. C. Normalized inward voltage responses show that the
neuron’s membrane time constant also increased threefold from 0.4 1.3 ms after
toxin application. D. APs in this neuron increased in amplitude and the threshold
current for AP initiation decreased in response to DTX-K. E, F. Average
membrane time constant, peak input resistance, threshold current for AP
initiation and AP amplitude before (open bars) DTX-K application (n = 5). All
parameters were significantly different in DTX-K (*p<0.001). Error bars represent
+ SEM. (Exp. by LLS)
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approximately 3-fold, and action potential amplitude increased from 15 ± 3.6 to

37 ± 4.9 mV (Fig. 2.5B-F). DTX-K reduced the threshold current for action

potential initiation from 2.7 ± 0.19 to 0.9 ± 0.09 nA (Fig. 2.5D,F). These results

show that Kv1.1-containing channels contribute strongly to the low input

resistance and fast membrane time constant, enabling these channels to play a

key role in the rapid signaling of MSO principal neurons. Because IK(LVA) shapes

the membrane time constant and action potential amplitude, this current is a

likely candidate for the change in electrical properties during the first week of

hearing. We tested the idea that IK(LVA) is developmentally regulated by

pharmacologically isolating this current during whole-cell voltage-clamp

recordings of 49 MSO principal neurons (See Methods). Depolarizing voltage

steps elicited fast activating and slow inactivating outward currents (Fig. 2.6A,

top). Peak IK(LVA) increased almost 4-fold between P14 and P23 (Fig. 2.6C) with

no significant change in voltage-sensitivity of activation (data not shown).

Changes in cell size or membrane area do not account for this developmental

increase in IK(LVA) since whole-cell capacitance did not significantly change (less

than 1%) between P14-23 (Fig. 2.6D).

At both P14 and P21, IK(LVA) was reduced significantly by 80 nM DTX-K

(Fig. 2.6A,B), showing IK(LVA) is mediated predominantly by Kv1.1-containing

channels in the week after hearing onset. Interestingly, the average percent block

by DTX-K increased from 76% at P14 to 91% at P21 (steps from -80 to -45 mV,
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FIG. 2.6   IK(LVA) INCREASES AFTER HEARING ONSET IN MSO PRINCIPAL NEURONS
A. IK(LVA) was isolated pharmacologically (see Methods) and evoked by a

family of 1 s depolarizations (-70 to –30 mV; 5 mV steps; from a prepulse
potential of –80 mV). In a typical neuron from P21, IK(LVA) (top) was essentially
blocked by the addition of 80 nM DTX-K (middle). DTX-K sensitive currents are
shown in the bottom panel. Traces are not leak-subtracted. B. Peak I-V for leak-
subtracted IK(LVA) before (circles) and after (triangles) the addition of 80 nM DTX-k
(the same neuron as A). For this neuron, IK(LVA) was blocked by 80-90% across
the range of voltages shown. C. Peak IK(LVA) (leak subtracted) as a function of
age. This current increases 390% between P14 and P23. The histogram displays
peak current responses for voltage steps to –45 mV, grouped in 2 d bins. The
superimposed filled circles represent currents from individual cells. The asterisks
indicate significant difference from the P14-P15 group; p<0.001. D. Whole-cell
capacitance did not change significantly between P14 and P23, indicating that
changes in cell size/membrane area do not account for the development
increase in IK(LVA). E. DTX-K (80 nM) blocks the majority of IK(LVA) in response to
steps to –45 mV. The percentage block increases from 76 to 91% between P14
and P21 (p = 0.06; n = 4 - 6). Error bars represent + SEM. (Exp. by PJM)
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Fig. 2.6E), suggesting that the proportion of potassium channels containing the

Kv1.1 subunit increases during development. The time constant for the activation

of this DTX-sensitive current decreased with age (P14: tau= 1.47 ± 0.17 ms, P21:

tau= 0.95 ± 0.10 ms, p < 0.05; steps from -80 to -45 mV).These faster activation

kinetics at P21 than P14 could contribute to the developmental change in AP

amplitude by decreasing the ratio of inward to outward current during action

potential generation. However, the action potentials themselves were initiated

earlier at P21 vs. P14 (0.70 ms and 1.03 ms, respectively), which would in part

offset these effects. A precise quantification of the influence of channel kinetics

on action potential amplitude cannot be made based on these experiments.

Taken together, the developmental changes in the density and possibly also the

kinetics of IK(LVA) are critical factors underlying the developmental maturation of

intrinsic properties and action potential signaling in early post-hearing

development.

To gain insight into how the developmental up regulation of Kv1.1

mediated currents shapes the temporal resolution of excitatory synaptic

integration, two artificial EPSCs separated by a variable delay (0-2.5 ms, in 0.1

ms steps) were combined and injected somatically in cells from P14 and P21

animals. The amplitude of a single EPSC was adjusted to evoke a ~3 mV EPSP,

and the peak voltage of paired responses were normalized to this value. In

normal saline, the window for temporal integration (defined as the time taken

foraveraged EPSPs to repolarize to within 10% of baseline) was twice as narrow
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at P21 vs. P14 (0.87 ± 0.04 ms vs. 1.64 ± 0.23 ms, p<0.025; Fig. 2.7B,C). This

difference reflects the shorter membrane time constant in older animals. To

isolate the contribution of IK(LVA) up regulation to the developmental change in

EPSP summation, we used DTX-K on cells from P21 animals to block IK(LVA) to a

similar level found in cells from P14 animals (in separate voltage-clamp

experiments, 31 nM DTX-K blocked 73.5 ± 1.8% of IK(LVA); Fig. 2.7A). In the

presence of 31 nM DTX-K, the window for temporal summation increased to a

value comparable to that observed in cells from P14 animals (P21 in DTX-K: 1.72

± 0.09 ms, P14: 1.64 ± 0.23 ms, Fig. 2.7B,C). Together, these findings show that

the age-related increase in IK(LVA) significantly sharpens the window for temporal

integration.

Kv1.1-mediated currents are found in nearly all brainstem auditory

neurons concerned with temporal coding and have been studied most

extensively in MNTB principal neurons (Brew and Forsythe, 1995; Grigg et al.,

2000; Dodson et al., 2002; Brew et al., 2003; Barnes-Davies et al., 2004; Leao et

al., 2004). To address whether the properties of MNTB neurons change after

hearing onset, we made whole-cell current-clamp recordings from 20 principal

neurons between the ages of P14 and P37. While the morphology of MNTB

principal neurons is distinct from MSO neurons (Fig. 2.8A), they exhibit many of

the same general electrophysiological features, including a phasic firing pattern

and strong outward
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FIG. 2.7   THE DEVELOPMENTAL INCREASE IN IK(LVA) NARROWS THE WINDOW FOR
TEMPORAL SUMMATION

A.  IK(LVA) measured in whole-cell voltage-clamp recordings increases
approximately four-fold between P14 and P21 (amplitude shown for steps to
-45 mV from a –80 mV prepulse). Bath application of 31 nM DTX-K partially
blocked IK(LVA) by 73.5 ± 1.8% rendering the amplitude of IK(LVA) at P21 similar to
the amplitude at P14. B. Current-clamp responses to single (thick lines) and
paired simulated EPSC injections (pairs separated by 0-2 ms, O.4 ms steps, thin
lines) at P14 and P21. Partial block of DTX-K sensitive current (31 nM DTX-K)
widened responses at P21 such that they were similar to those at P14. Single
EPSPs were adjusted to ~3 mV. C. Peak voltage responses to paired EPSCs.
Summed responses were normalized to the peak amplitudes of single EPSPs.
The window for temporal summation was larger at P114 than at P21 (p < 0.01).
The reduction of DTX-K sensitive current with 31 nM DTX-K broadened the
window for temporal integration at P21 (p < 0.001). The window of temporal
integration was defined as the time taken for averaged EPSP amplitudes to all
within 10% of baseline. CTL, Control (Exp. by LLS)
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rectification (Fig. 2.8B) (Banks and Smith, 1992; Brew and Forsythe, 2005). Our

recordings from MNTB principal neurons in gerbils generally were similar to prior

studies, but revealed significant electrophysiological differences from their MSO

counterparts present in the same slices. MNTB principal cells fired large action

potentials that were greater in amplitude and required far more modest currents

(average across all ages, 0.47 nA) for initiation relative to principal neurons of the

MSO (Fig. 2.8D,E). The input resistance and membrane time constant were also

up to 12 fold higher in MNTB than in MSO principal neurons (e.g., Fig. 2.8C).

While the intrinsic properties of MSO principal neurons changed dramatically in

the first three weeks of hearing, they did not change significantly in MNTB

principal cells even up to P37.

When we compared across age groups, action potential amplitude and

threshold were constant in MNTB principal neurons between P14-16, P19-21 and

P28-30 (p>0.05; Fig. 2.8D,E). Overall, MNTB principal neurons had large action

potentials and required modest currents for action potential initiation relative to

principal neurons of the MSO (amplitude, p<5x10-13, n=6-21; threshold,

p<2x10-13, n=6-20). The peak input resistance and membrane time constant of

MNTB principal cells also remained stable after hearing onset (P14-16: 131

± 33.2 MΩ, 3.9 ± 0.75 ms; P19-20: 115 ± 20.0 MΩ, 4.3 ± 0.60 ms; P28-29: 86

±  13 MΩ, 3.6 ± 0.72 ms; p>0.4; n=6-7). Furthermore, the values of these

membrane
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FIG. 2.8   PRINCIPAL NEURONS OF THE MNTB DO NOT UNDERGO CHANGES IN THEIR
INTRINSIC PROPERTIES AFTER HEARING ONSET

A. Camera lucida tracings of two biocytin-labeled MNTB principal neurons
show their characteristic ovoid somata and small-caliber dendrites. B .
Responses to step pulses (-0.55 to 0.35 nA, 0.05 nA steps) for typical MNTB cell
(P15; resting membrane potential, -68 mV). MNTB principal neurons exhibit a
transient firing pattern with strong outward rectification, similar to MSO principal
neurons (see Fig. 3.1 A). C. The peak (triangle) and steady-state (circle) V-I plot
for this MNTB principal neuron demonstrates that the input resistance near rest
of MNTB neurons is larger than MSO neurons. The input resistance was
obtained from the slope of the V-I plot between 0 and 10 mV below rest
(Rinput(pk)= 101 MΩ, Rinput(ss)= 87 MΩ). D, E. MNTB principal cells fired large action
potentials 2-4 weeks after birth with no significant change in the threshold current
for initiation (p>0.05; n=6-7) or amplitude (p>0.1; n=6-7). In contrast, the AP
signaling properties of MSO principal neurons changed dramatically (threshold
current, p<0.001; amplitude, p<0.1; n=7-20). Overall, MNTB principal neurons
required far more modest currents for action potential initiation and had large AP
relative to principal neurons of the MSO (threshold, p<0.001, n=6-20; amplitude,
p  < 0.001, n= 6-21). (Exp. by LLS)
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characteristics were larger than those of the MSO neurons (input resistance,

p<5x10-13, n=6-18; membrane time constant, p<2x10-16, n=6-18).

DISCUSSION

Principal neurons of the medial superior olive detect interaural time

differences introduced by sounds in the environment, and encode these cues in

their action potential firing rate. The resolution of this computation relies in part

on the speed and brevity of excitatory synaptic transmission. In the present

study, we describe the temporal refinement of action potential signaling and

subthreshold electrical properties of MSO neurons in gerbils. The week after

hearing onset, action potential amplitudes decrease considerably and a decline

in EPSP duration mirrors a reduction in membrane time constant. These changes

are driven largely by an increase in IK(LVA) which in turn is mediated by channels

containing the Kv1.1 subunit. Finally, these developmental changes in the MSO

are not universal to all brainstem auditory neurons concerned with temporal

coding, since MNTB principal neurons exhibit stable intrinsic electrical properties

and action potential signaling after the onset of hearing.

Properties and developmental regulation of KLVA channels in MSO principal

neurons

We show that in principal neurons of the MSO, a developmentally

regulated expression of KLVA channels plays an important role in the signaling of

microsecond differences in synaptic timing. From 2-3 weeks of age, a decrease
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in average EPSP halfwidth from 0.78 to 0.55 ms is temporally correlated with a

nearly 4-fold increase in IK(LVA). One possible mechanism underlying this change

in EPSP duration is an acceleration of AMPA receptor kinetics, which has been

described in studies of other auditory brainstem synapses (Bellingham et al.,

1998; Lawrence and Trussell, 2000; Taschenberger and von Gersdorff, 2000;

Joshi, 2004; MacLeod and Carr, 2005). However, this possibility has not yet been

addressed. The developmental increase in IK(LVA) decreases EPSP duration in

two ways. First, tonic IK(LVA) activation near rest decreases input resistance,

thereby increasing the intrinsic speed of membrane voltage changes by three

fold. Second, IK(LVA) activation by synaptic depolarization actively repolarizes the

EPSP and truncates the duration of the response (see Ch.4). Regardless of the

mechanism, the developmental decrease in EPSP duration narrows the window

for temporal summation of EPSPs by a factor of two (e.g. Fig. 2.7), enhancing

the cycle-to-cycle independence of binaural integration in the face of high

frequency synaptic activity. Increased IK(LVA) also imparts a 3-fold higher current

threshold for action potential initiation, increasing the requirement for

synchronicity of binaural excitation.

A similar increase in IK(LVA) has been reported in neurons of the nucleus

laminaris (Kuba et al., 2002), the avian homolog of the MSO, suggesting that

developmental up regulation of IK(LVA) is a common feature of binaural

coincidence detectors in birds and mammals. However, unlike in chick nucleus

laminaris (Smith and Rubel, 1979; Kuba et al., 2005), we did not find
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electrophysiological or morphological changes along the putative tonotopic axis

in the MSO. The reason why electrical maturity is delayed until a week after

hearing onset in MSO principal neurons is not clear. One possibility for this delay

is that channel expression may not be pre-programmed, but rather can be

influenced by sound-induced afferent activity. Consistent with this idea, in

cultured hippocampal pyramidal neurons, Kv1.1- and 1.2-containing potassium

channels are up regulated during growth in culture through a process that is

sensitive to synaptic activity (Grosse et al., 2000). Few other studies have

examined the postnatal expression of Kv1-containing channels in detail.

However, the robust up regulation in channel expression observed in the MSO is

not a general feature of neural development, as Kv1-containing channels in chick

vestibular neurons appear to undergo a decrease in expression after hatching

(Gamkrelidze et al., 2000; Popratiloff et al., 2003). Also, in the present study

there was no significant change in Kv1.1-related electrical properties in MNTB

principal neurons between P14 and P38.

In MSO principal neurons, the majority of IK(LVA) was blocked by 80 nM

DTX-K, indicating that Kv1.1-containing channels are a primary constituent of this

outward current. The voltage-sensitivity, kinetics and dendrotoxin-sensitivity of

IK(LVA) in MSO principal cells in many respects resembles that of other brainstem

auditory neurons concerned with maintaining the precise timing of excitatory

inputs, such as bushy and octopus cells of the VCN, and principal cells of the

MNTB (Manis and Marx, 1991; Rathouz and Trussell, 1998; Bal and Oertel,
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2001; Dodson et al., 2002; Rothman and Manis, 2003b). In situ hybridization and

immunocytochemical analyses also reveal that the Kv1.1 subunit is prominently

expressed in these brainstem auditory nuclei (Grigg et al., 2000; Dodson et al.,

2002; Lu et al., 2004). In the present study, we observed an increase in the

amount of IK(LVA) blocked by DTX-K between P14 and 21 (76% to 91% block)

possibly reflecting an increase in the proportion of channels containing Kv1.1.

Action potential initiation in MSO principal neurons

Morphological analyses revealed that axons emerge primarily from the

soma, and secondarily from the proximal dendrites of gerbil MSO principal

neurons (see also Smith, 1995 in guinea pigs). Our data also indicate that the

site of action potential initiation is closely correlated with axon location in these

neurons. During simultaneous somatic and dendritic recordings, action potentials

always were detected first at the recording site closest to the axon. These results

are in agreement with evidence from multiple types of central neurons indicating

that action potentials initiate in the axon (e.g., Colbert and Pan, 2002), and

subsequently propagate down the axon as well as back into the soma and

dendrites (rev. in Häusser et al., 2000). However, unlike other CNS neurons,

action potentials in electrophysiologically mature MSO principal neurons are

unusually small at the soma (less than 15 mV). These action potentials increased

2.5 fold in amplitude in the presence of DTX-K, showing that Kv1.1-mediated

currents strongly shape action potential amplitude in MSO neurons. Our findings

raise the possibility that KLVA channels in the axon itself attenuate conventional,
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large-amplitude action potentials as they back propagate from the axon to the

soma.

MSO principal neurons fire a single, well-timed action potential in

response to step depolarizations. Similar to our findings, Grothe and Sanes

(1993) found that action potentials did not overshoot 0 mV in MSO neurons from

P17-25 gerbils. In contrast, Smith (1995) found large action potentials ~50 mV in

amplitude in 3-5 week old guinea pigs. This latter discrepancy may reflect

species differences either in the rate of development or mature firing properties.

Previous studies of the MSO have highlighted the importance of voltage-gated

potassium currents, particularly those active at low voltages, in shaping action

potential signaling. For example, reducing IK(LVA) in MSO principal neurons from

P12-14 gerbils with blockers of Kv1 subunits, DTX-K and dendrotoxin-I, lowered

the current threshold for action potential initiation and caused repetitive firing

(Svirskis et al., 2002, 2004). Similar effects were found in older animals with a

less-specific blocker, 1 mM 4-aminopyridine (Smith, 1995). However, in

agreement with Svirskis and colleagues (Svirskis et al., 2002), we found DTX-K

application to MSO principal neurons from >P14 gerbils lowered the current

threshold for action potential initiation without altering firing patterns. Thus, IK(LVA)

is not the only mechanism shaping the transient firing pattern in mature MSO

principal neurons.

DTX-sensitive potassium currents in hippocampal, neocortical and

purkinje cerebellar neurons impact the threshold and timing of both sodium and
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calcium-dependent spikes, but unlike MSO neurons, these currents have little

effect on spike amplitude and shape. Variations in the role of DTX-sensitive

currents presumably reflect different Kv1 subunit composition of native potassium

channels, and/or differences in relative channel density (Storm, 1988; Golding et

al., 1999; Bekkers and Delaney, 2001; Mckay, 2005).

Two classes of time-coding auditory neurons?

In contrast to the robust changes in intrinsic electrical properties of MSO

neurons during the first week of hearing, the electrical properties of principal

neurons of the MNTB were stable throughout the entire range of animal ages we

have used (P14-37), and were also substantially different in magnitude. In older

MNTB neurons (P28-30), action potential amplitudes were 7-fold larger, and

input resistance and membrane time constants were 12-fold larger than in MSO

neurons, suggesting there are differences in the relative density and/or

composition of conductances between these neuron types. Based on these

observations we suggest that principal neurons of the MSO and MNTB comprise

two related, but functionally distinct classes of time-coding auditory brainstem

neurons.

In MSO principal neurons IK(LVA) electrically insulates the soma and

dendrites, where synaptic integration takes place, from the voltage and temporal

distortions of axonal action potentials. This functional compartmentalization may

be shared by other auditory brainstem neurons integrating precisely timed inputs

in dendrites. For example, octopus cells of the VCN detect the synchrony of
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auditory nerve fiber inputs in their large-caliber dendrites (Oertel et al., 2000).  In

these cells, the membrane time constant and somatic action potential amplitude

undergoes a substantial decrease during the first week of hearing in mice (R. Bal

and D. Oertel, personal communication). It will be intriguing to see whether this

electrophysiological motif is observed in other auditory neurons concerned with

submillisecond dendritic integration.
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CHAPTER 3

Sodium Channels:

Perisomatic Expression of Voltage-gated Sodium Channels Actively
Maintain Linear Synaptic Integration in Neurons of the Medial Superior

Olive

ABSTRACT

Principal neurons of the medial superior olive (MSO) compute azimuthal

sound location by integrating phase-locked inputs from each ear. Previous

electrophysiological studies in vitro have shown that action potentials are

generated in the first 25 µm of the axon but appear highly attenuated at the soma

and dendrites of MSO neurons. Since Nav typically mediate action potential

propagation, these previous findings suggest there is little Nav expression in the

somatodendritic compartment of MSO neurons. To determine whether this

hypothesis was correct, we made voltage- and current-clamp recordings from

MSO principal neurons in gerbil brainstem slices. Surprisingly, nucleated patch

recordings revealed a peri-somatic Nav expression comparable with other

neurons (22 nS/µm2). These sodium currents activate very rapidly (tau, ~70 µs

with steps to -20 mV at RT) with a typical voltage-dependence (V1/2= -30 mV).

Interestingly, an unusually hyperpolarized steady-state inactivation curve (V1/2=

-77 mV) indicates the channels are limited in their ability to contribute to

electrogenesis (-60 mV). However, we found Nav channels amplify subthreshold
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events when they summate to a near-threshold voltage, actively maintaining a

linear transformation of synaptic inputs. We found a decline in Nav channel

density in the dendrites limits linear transformation to the perisomatic region of

the neuron, and is insensitive to preceding inhibition. Computational modeling

suggests the restriction of Nav channels to the peri-somatic region of MSO

neurons is advantageous for synaptic amplification, providing a greater safety-

factor for action potential signaling.

INTRODUCTION

Nav channels expressed in the soma and dendrites of neurons can

propagate action potentials, mediate local electrogenic events and shape

synaptic integration. Nav channels are comprised of four constitutive alpha

subunits that typically associate with one or more auxiliary beta subunits. Several

alpha subunits, Nav1.1, Nav1.2 and Nav1.6, are broadly expressed in mammalian

central neurons, while others, Nav1.3 and Nav1.7, are less common. Somatic Nav

channels typically propagate axonally-generated action potentials into the soma

yielding action potentials that overshoot 0 mV. In the dendrites there is

considerable heterogeneity in the density of Nav channels and the efficacy of

action potential back propagation across neurons (Stuart et al., 1997; Häusser et

al., 2000). In some neurons dendritic Nav channels are even able to mediate

local, fast sodium spikes, facilitating the contribution of distal excitatory inputs to

somatic depolarization (Stuart et al., 1997; Hanson et al., 2004; Gulledge and

Stuart, 2005; Holthoff et al., 2006). Nav channels are also able to shape synaptic
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integration by enhancing subthreshold EPSPs in either the soma or dendrites,

particularly when evoked at depolarized potentials (Stuart and Sakmann, 1995;

Urban et al., 1998; Andreasen and Lambert, 1999; Gonzalez-Burgos and

Barrionuevo, 2001).

In Ch. 2 experiments indicated axonally-initiated action potentials

propagate poorly back into the soma and dendrites in MSO neurons (Scott et al.,

2007, 2005). Action potentials are already small at the soma and attenuate

further during propagation into the dendrites.  In addition electrogenesis does not

appear to occur in the dendrites (Scott et al., 2005). While KLVA channels

contribute to small somatic action potentials, even when these channels are

blocked action potentials do not overshoot 0 mV. These findings suggest MSO

neurons express a low density of Nav channels in their somas and dendrites.

In the present study, voltage- and current-clamp experiments

explored Nav channel function in MSO principal neurons. While the density of

peri-somatic sodium current is substantial, an unusually hyperpolarized steady-

state inactivation curve renders many channels unavailable to participate in

action potential propagation from the resting potential. A property not displayed

by Nav channels in neurons of the MNTB and LSO. Despite limited availability,

somatic Nav channels do actively maintain linear gain in subthreshold inputs

(Stuart et al., 1997; Hanson et al., 2004; Gulledge and Stuart, 2005; Holthoff et

al., 2006). Also, Nav channels are largely restricted to the peri-somatic region of
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MSO neurons, and computational modeling suggests this expression pattern

facilitates action potential signaling in response to converging synaptic inputs.

METHODS

Whole-cell current-clamp recording.  Current-clamp recordings were restricted

to gerbils between P16-19, within the first week after hearing onset (~P12).

Somatic recordings were made using heat-polished borosilicate patch pipettes

(1.65 mm OD, World Precision Instruments, Sarasota, FL) with open tip

resistances of 2-4 MΩ (somatic electrodes) and 6-10 MΩ (dendritic electrodes).

The internal solution in whole-cell patch pipettes contained (in mM): 115

potassium gluconate, 20 KCl, 10 sodium phosphocreatine, 0.5 EGTA, 4 MgATP,

0.3 NaGTP, 10 HEPES, pH 7.3 with KOH. This solution was maintained at 35ºC

during recordings. Biocytin (0.1%) was also included in the internal solution for

subsequent morphological analyses of the recorded cells. 1 uM tetrodotoxin

(TTX, supplier, city) was added to block Nav channels. Somatically-injected

current steps, simulated excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs; biexponential

waveform: 0.2 ms rise and 0.2 ms decay, 3.5 ms duration) and inhibitory post-

synaptic currents (IPSCs;  biexpontential waveform: 0.45 ms rise and 2 ms

decay) were used to evoke responses. The identification of recorded cells was

made on the basis of their location in the slice, cell body shape, and responses to

depolarizing current steps. Additionally, most cells were successfully labeled with

biocytin and their morphology was examined after recordings (see below).
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Recordings were included if the series resistance was <15 MΩ at the soma and

<40 MΩ for dendritic recordings.

Nucleated patch voltage-clamp recording. Voltage clamp recordings were

restricted to gerbils between P15-17. Nucleated patches were pulled from the

soma of morphologically identified MSO, medial nucleus of the trapezoid body

(MNTB) and lateral superior olive (LSO) neurons using protocols previously

described (Sather, 1992). Briefly, the cell was first patched using the whole-cell

patch configuration. Between -0.3 and -0.5 (psi) was then applied to the

borosilicate recording pipette (3-4 MΩ tip resistance) and slow, vertical

movement was then used to remove the membrane covered nucleus (25ºC). A

patch was deemed stable if the input resistance of the neuron measured using a

small voltage step (3 mV) from a holding potential of -60 mV was at least 1 MΩ.

The diameter of the patch was between 7 and 8.75 µm, corresponding to a

surface membrane area of 154-240 µm2. The internal solution for these

recordings was the same used in current clamp recordings. To isolate the Na+

currents ZD7288 (50 µM), TEA (10 mM), CoCl (200 µM) and NiCl (50 µM) to

block HCN, Kv channels, high threshold calcium channel and low threshold

calcium channels respectively. Because the potassium channel blockers greatly

increased spontaneous activity CNQX (10 µM) and 5-AP (50 µM) were also

added to the bath to block AMPA and NMDA mediated currents that might lead

to excitoxicity. Pipettes were wrapped with Parafilm to minimize pipette
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capacitance. Compensation for the remaining pipette capacitance, whole cell

capacitance and series resistance (≥ 80%) were accomplished online using the

amplifiers built-in circuitry.

Cell-attached patch voltage-clamp recording. Somatic and dendritic cell-

attached patch recordings were made using the same external solution as in the

current clamp recordings. The internal pipette solution contained (in mM): 150

NaCl, 3 KCl, 10 HEPES, 2 CaCl2 and 1 MgCl. In addition 10 mM TEA and 100

µM 4-AP were included in the pipette to reduce voltage dependant K+

conductances. In a limited number of recordings a small hyperpolarization

activated cation current (Ih) was observed in the traces, however its activation

onset (100s of ms) was too slow to impact the peak of Na+ currents. Ih channel

blockers were not utilized because they significantly changed the resting

membrane potential in a time dependant manner, which could potentially lead to

an inaccurate estimate of membrane voltage. Both bicarbonates and phosphates

were excluded from this solution to prevent precipitation, which occurs at the

pipette tip when they are present. Recordings were done at room temperature

(25°C). For recordings of Nav channel current density pipettes with open tip

resistances only between 6 and 7 MΩ were selected for use to maintain

consistency in the patch size. As with the nucleated patch recordings pipettes

were wrapped with Para film to minimize pipette capacitance. Further reduction

of the capacitance was done using the online circuitry of the same amplifier used
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in nucleated patch recordings. Data was low pass filtered at 10 kHz and acquired

at 100 kHz using custom macros programmed in IgorPro.

Anatomy.  Slices with biocytin-labeled cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde

and subsequently processed using an ABC kit (nickel-enhanced DAB reaction,

Vectorlabs, Burlingame, CA). MSO principal neurons were verified by their

location in the slice, and by cell morphology. Cells were traced at 40X using an

Axioskop FS2 with a camera lucida.

Analysis.  All electrophysiological analyses were completed in IgorPro.

Somatic action potential amplitude was measured from the inflection point. EPSP

amplitudes were measured relative to rest. The amount of subthreshold EPSP

amplification was measured as the difference between EPSP amplitudes in

control conditions and with TTX at a just-threshold current. Means are presented

± SEM and compared using Student’s t-test.

The rates of activation and inactivation of Nav channels were obtained by

fitting the traces with Hodgkin and Huxley equations using the program Neurofit

(Willms, 2002). Briefly the dynamics of the gates are governed by the first order

differential equations:

Activation
dm/dt = (m∞ (V) – m) / (τm (V))
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Inactivation
dhi/dt = (h∞ (V) – hi) / (τhi (V))   i = 1 …nh

The time constants of activation (τm), and inactivation (τhi) are voltage

dependent and are fit independently for each step potential.

Steady state curves are given by Boltzmann functions raised to a power (x):

m∞ (V) = 1 / { 1 + exp((V - V2m) / km)}x

h∞ (V) = 1 / {1 + exp((V - V2h) / kh}

Where half potentials = V2, slope factors = k and x is equal to the power

function, sometimes referred to as the number of gating particles. The

power used was decided by finding the lowest number that gave a good fit

to the data. For these experiments a power of 8 was used.

Computational Modeling.  3-D reconstructions of 3 biocytin-filled neurons were

made by hand using Neurolucida (MBF Bioscience, Williston, VT). Simulations

using these morphological reconstructions were carried out in the neuronal

simulation language NEURON (version 6.0). The code used in this study will be

submitted to the Yale Senselab neuronal model-database

(http://senselab.med.yale.edu/senselab/modeldb/) and is available in

supplementary materials. Further analysis and display of simulation results was

done in IgorPro (WaveMetrics, Inc., Lake Oswego, OR). The waveform of the

synaptic conductances introduced at the soma or dendrites were described by an

alpha function (g = gmax * (t/tau) * exp(1 - t/tau)) with tau = 0.2 ms. Voltage-gated
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conductances inserted into each compartment are described in Table 1. The

parameters of gNA, gKlva, and gH were fitted to recordings completed in the

laboratory by P. Mathews and S. Khurana (SFN abstracts for latter two).

RESULTS

To determine the expression level and properties of voltage-gated Nav in

MSO neurons, pharmacologically isolated sodium currents were recorded in

nucleated patches pulled from the soma (Fig. 3.1A). Surprisingly, MSO neurons

express a substantial TTX-sensitive (blocked 98 ± 1%, n=4) sodium conductance

in the perisomatic region (~22 pS/µm2). This is comparable to the ~30 pS/µm2

density found in nucleated patches pulled from hippocampal neurons (calculated

from the average current and area of patches reported by Martina and Jonas,

1997). Channel activation was measured by stepping to voltages between -70

and +40 mV from a -120 mV pre-pulse. The sodium currents activate very rapidly

(tau, <100 µs) and inactivate rapidly (tau <2 ms). These currents are maximal at

–10 mV, and a voltage of half activation and slope factor comparable to that

found in other neurons, -30.9 ± 1.3 mV and 7.5 ± 0.3 respectively (Fig. 3.1C,D).

The reversal potential measured by linear extrapolation is 62.1 ± 2.0 mV,

relatively close to the reversal potential for Na+ ions of 69 mV predicted by the

Nernst equation under these recording conditions (see methods; data not

shown). These results are consistent with the movement of Na+ ions through a

Nav channel. To test whether Nav channels in MSO neurons are similar to those
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F IG. 3.1   ACTIVATION KINETICS OF NAV CHANNELS RECORDED IN NUCLEATED
PATCHES

A. Picture of a nucleated patch pulled from the soma of a principal MSO
neuron under DIC microscopy and 160x magnification. B. Nucleated patch
recordings of somatic Na+ currents in response to voltage steps between -70 and
+40 mV from a -120 mV pre-pulse. Na+ currents isolated pharmacologically (see
Methods). Bottom, Na+ currents are extensively blocked after bath application of
1 µM TTX. First 150 µs blanked to remove artifact, average of 10 traces C.
Current vs. voltage plots of Na+ currents produced in control and 1 µM TTX
(Control n=12, 1 µM TTX n=3). D. Normalized peak conductance vs. voltage
plots. (Exp. by PJM)
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found in other auditory neurons sodium currents were recorded in nucleated

patches pulled from neurons of the MNTB. Overall the peak conductance,

measured at 10 mV, in both MSO and MNTB neurons is not significantly different

(5.4 ± 1.1 nS, n=12; 5.0 ± 1.8 nS, n=8 respectively; p=0.8). The activation of Nav

channels in MNTB was measured in the same manner as the MSO. The

activation curves for the MSO and MNTB are nearly the same, and single

Boltzmann fits give almost identical values for both the mid-point potential (–29.1

± 1.8 mV, -30.9 ± 1.3 mV, p=0.2) and the slope factor (7.0 ± 0.7 mV and  7.5 ±

0.3, p=0.3; Fig. 3.2B). To measure the rates of activation and inactivation the

traces of activation were fit by Hodgkin and Huxley equations using Neurofit (see

methods). The Nav channels rates of activation in both neurons are similar

across the voltages measured (Fig. 3.2C). Interestingly, at voltages below

–10 mV the rate of inactivation is considerably slower in MNTB neurons (Fig.

3.2D). These results indicate that the voltage dependence of activation of Nav

channels is similar in MSO and MNTB neurons while their inactivation appears to

be different in the subthreshold voltage range. The sizable perisomatic sodium

currents were unexpected considering the small amplitude of somatic action

potentials in MSO neurons. To assess whether other properties impact somatic

Nav availability during action potential propagation we further characterized the

kinetics of Nav channels. Steady-state inactivation was measured in nucleated

patches by stepping to -10 mV from holding voltages between -120 and -20 mV

(Fig. 3.3A).
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FIG. 3.2   ACTIVATION AND INACTIVATION KINETICS OF NAV CHANNELS IN PRINCIPAL
NEURONS OF THE MSO AND MNTB

A. Nucleated patch recordings of Na+ currents produced in response to
voltage steps between –50 and 20 mV from a –120 mV holding potential in MSO
(top) and MNTB (bottom) principal neurons (average of 3 or more traces). B.
Normalized peak conductance is plotted verses voltage for Nav channels in both
MSO and MTNB neurons C. The rate of Na+ channel activation in MSO principal
neurons (circles, n=11) is similar to those in the MNTB (squares, n=5). D. Nav
channel rate of inactivation in MSO and MNTB neurons. At voltages below –10
mV Nav channels inactivate more quickly in MSO neurons. Inset: example traces
(noise reduced) of the inactivation component of Na+ currents produced by a
voltage step to –40 mV in MSO (black) and MNTB (grey) neurons. Rates of
activation and inactivation were taken from Hodgkin & Huxley fits of currents
using the program Neurofit. (Exp. by PJM)
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The voltage of half steady-state inactivation, -77.4 ± 1.4 mV, is more

hyperpolarized than that of typical neuronal Nav channels (Fig. 3.3B). A similar

voltage-dependence was measured in cell-attached patch recordings (Fig.

3.3A,B) indicating the relatively negative steady-state inactivation was not a

dialysis-related phenomenon. This left-shifted curve indicates most Nav are

inactivated at the resting potential for MSO neurons, approximately -60 mV. To

further characterize inactivation properties, Nav channels recovery from

inactivation was measured in nucleated patches by varying the time interval

between two depolarizing step pulses (Figure 3.3C). These Nav channels display

rapid recovery from inactivation when held at negative holding voltages between

pulses (Fig. 3.3D). With a holding voltage of -120 mV, 50% of the current is

recovered in ~ 0.7 ms. Recovery from inactivation is considerably slower at a

holding voltage of -70 mV, reaching 50% peak current amplitude in ~4.5 ms.

 Due to the surprisingly negative steady state inactivation of Nav channels

in MSO neurons, recordings from the MNTB and LSO were made to determine

whether this feature is unique to MSO neurons or a more general feature of Nav

channels in auditory neurons. Using a variety of long prepulses (-120 to –20 mV)

the Nav channel’s steady state inactivation in MNTB and LSO neurons was

measured (Fig. 3.4A,B). Recordings obtained from the MNTB showed a marked

difference in the half steady state inactivation compared to the MSO, -61.6 ± 2.2

mV (n=7). In comparison, recordings from the LSO showed an intermediate

value, -72.7 ± 1.0 mV (n=5).
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F I G . 3.3   NAV CHANNEL STEADY-STATE INACTIVATION AND RECOVERY FROM
INACTIVATION

A.  Currents recorded using the nucleated patch (left) or cell attached (right)
configuration. Currents were elicited by square voltage steps between -70 and +40 mV
from a -120 mV (75 ms) pre-pulse. (Currents isolated as detailed in Methods; average of
at least 3 traces). B. There is no significant difference in steady-state inactivation
between nucleated patch (V1/2= -77.4 ± 1.4 mV, k= -7.4 ± 0.5, n=6) and cell attached
(V1/2= -76.9 ± 1.3, k= -6.9 ± 0.5, n=8) configurations (p=2.4). The cell attached curve was
shifted by the average difference between estimated membrane potential and that of the
measured membrane potentials (2.8 mV). Activation curve recorded from nucleated
patches in light grey and illustrates the nearly non-existent window current. C. Example
traces showing the recovery time course of sodium currents recorded in nucleated
patches using a –120 mV holding voltage and a –10 mV test pulse (10 ms). D. Plots of
current recovery as a function of inter-stimulus interval (∆t) for holding voltages of –120
and –70 mV and fit with double exponentials. Sodium currents recover more quickly at
–120 mV (tau fast = 0.59 ms, slow tau = 4.7 ms, n=5) than –70 mV (fast tau = 3.0 ms,
slow tau = 9.7 ms, n=6). Inset shows recovery time course over first 5 ms. (Exp. by PJM)
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FIG. 3.4   COMPARISON OF STEADY-STATE INACTIVATION IN NEURONS OF THE
SOUND LOCALIZATION PATHWAY

A. Recordings from nucleated patches pulled from the MSO, MNTB and
LSO principal neurons (averages of at least 3 traces). Traces are example
current responses to a -10mV voltage step after different 75 ms prepulses to
voltages between –120 mV to –20 mV. B. Plot of the normalized peak
conductance vs. voltage in all three neurons. MSO neurons have relatively
hyperpolarized steady-state inactivation curves (V1/2= -77.4 ± 1.4 mV, k= -7.4 ±
0.5, n=9) when compared to LSO (V1/2= -72.7 ± 1.0 mV, k= -7.7 ± 0.6, n=5) and
MNTB (V1/2= -61.6 ± 2.2 mV, k= -6.7 ± 0.4, n=5) neurons. (Exp. by PJM)
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While it is possible that this value is the result of recording Nav channels in

LSO neurons with a mixture of MSO and MNTB like half inactivation values the

variation in these values does not support this idea (-70 to –74 mV). In addition

the difference in LSO half inactivation is significantly different from both the MSO

and MNTB (p<0.01 and p<0.001, respectively). In the single recording that I was

able to obtain from a neuron in the cochlear nucleus (octopus cell) the voltage of

half steady-state inactivation (-78 mV) and slope factor (-7) were similar to that of

the MSO (data not shown). Interestingly octopus neurons, like MSO neurons,

have extremely low input resistances (<5-10 MΩ). Our previous finding that

action potentials propagate poorly into MSO dendrites raises the question as to

the density of sodium currents in this compartment. To determine current density

along the soma and dendrites, pharmacologically isolated voltage-gated sodium

currents were recorded in cell-attached patches with a step pulse from ~ -120 to

-10 mV (Fig. 3.5A). The resting membrane potential was measured after each

recording to ensure the potential was close to that of the estimated value (-50

mV). Recording pipette size was also matched to minimize membrane area

differences between patches. Somatic patches averaged 6.42 ± 1.82 pA of

sodium current. Sodium current density decreased rapidly as a function of

distance from the soma (λ= 11.3 µm; Fig. 3.5).
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FIG. 3.5   DENSITY OF NA+ CURRENTS DECREASES ALONG THE DENDRITES OF MSO
NEURONS

A. Na+ currents recorded in cell-attached patch recordings of both the
soma and dendrites of principal MSO neurons using a step pulse to –10 mV from
a presumed –120 mV pre-pulse. After each recording the membrane was
ruptured and the resting potential immediately measured (-52.8 ± 0.27 mV n=48).
B. Scatter plot of somatic (n=18) and dendritic (n=30) cell-attached recordings
illustrating the dramatic decrease in current density as a function of distance from
the soma. Somatic average is -6.42 ± 1.82 pA (square). (Exp. by PJM)
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In addition to propagating action potentials, Nav channels also amplify

EPSPs in the subthreshold range. The low density of sodium currents in the

dendrites of MSO neurons predicts EPSPs undergo less amplification in the

dendrites than at the soma. To test this hypothesis, dual somatic and dendritic

current-clamp recordings of MSO neurons were made in response to a series of

EPSC-like waveforms injected at either recording site. Independence of the two

sets of inputs was ascertained using a 5 pulse synaptic depression paradigm to

show that after depressing the synaptic response with 4 pulses on one side a

single pulse from the opposite stimulating electrode was not depressed (not

shown).

The amount of Nav-dependent amplification was assessed by comparing

the just-subthreshold EPSP amplitude during control conditions and bath

application of 1 µM TTX. This comparison revealed Nav-dependent amplification

of the subthreshold EPSP occurs at the soma but not in the dendrites (n=5;

p<0.005; Fig. 3.6A-C). Even when an action potential could not be evoked with a

large depolarization and recovered morphology indicated the axon was severed

near the soma during slicing, EPSP amplification still occurred at the soma but

not in the dendrites (n=3; data not shown). This implies perisomatic Nav channels

contribute to subthreshold EPSP amplification. Interestingly, the EPSC-EPSP

relationship is sub-linear during TTX application indicating Nav channels

contribute to the construction of a linear input-output function in the subthreshold

range. While the contribution of Nav channels to just-subthreshold EPSP
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FIG. 3.6   NAV-DEPENDENT AMPLIFICATION OF SUBTHRESHOLD EPSPS OCCURS AT
THE SOMA BUT NOT IN THE DENDRITES

A. Dual somatic and dendritic (40 µm, lateral) recordings from a single
neuron (P17; Vrest= -60 mV). Responses to a series of EPSCs injected and
recorded at the soma (upper traces, 0-1700 pA, 200 pA steps) or at the dendritic
site (lower traces, 0-1800 pA, 200 pA steps). Bath application of 1 µM TTX
revealed Nav channel amplification of somatic but not dendritic EPSPs. B. Plot of
EPSP amplitude measured from rest with respect to EPSC amplitude. Open gray
and closed black symbols indicate responses before and after the application of
1 µM TTX, respectively. Dotted lines indicate AP threshold. C. The percent
reduction of control EPSP amplitude by 1 µM TTX was determined at the current
producing a just-subthreshold response. Mean somatic (hatched bars) and
dendritic (30-55 µm; open bars) recordings sites reveal much less influence of
TTX in the dendrite (left; n=5; p<0.005). TTX application substantially increased
the current required to reach the amplitude of a just-subthreshold EPSP at the
soma but not in the dendrite (right; n=5; p<0.05). D. Ipsilateral and contralateral
stimulating electrodes evoked synaptic responses.  Stimuli were delivered at the
arrows (upper left diagram). Ipsilateral and contralateral responses summated to
near the arithmetic sum (lower left panel, right panel). Error bars shown indicate
+ SEM. (Exp. by LLS)
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amplitude is not large (2.36 ± 0.44 mV), blocking Nav channels imposes a

requirement for a substantial amount of extra to reach threshold (716 ± 258 pA;

Fig. 3.6B,C). To determine whether such a linear input-output relationship occurs

under more physiological condition, synaptic stimulation was used to evoke

responses from independent sets of synapses (Fig. 3.6D). Synaptic

independence was ascertained using a synaptic depression paradigm. The

summation of independent synaptic responses is near the arithmetic sum

showing a linear input-output relationship is maintained with physiological stimuli.

As shown above, Nav in the perisomatic regions of MSO neurons are

mostly inactivated at rest but show rapid recovery from inactivation at negative

potentials. These findings suggest relatively brief hyperpolarization increases Nav

channel availability. To test whether Nav channel de-inactivation by prior

inhibition enhances subthreshold EPSP amplification, IPSC- and EPSC-like

waveforms were injected at the soma of MSO neurons during current-clamp

recordings. The EPSCs were delivered 2.5 ms after the start of the IPSCs,

maximizing both depth and duration of hyperpolarization. The IPSC amplitude

was set to evoke 7-10 mV IPSPs.  Surprisingly, EPSP amplitudes measured in

control and TTX conditions reveal a similar magnitude of just-subthreshold EPSP

amplification with and without leading inhibition (Fig. 3.7A-C). However, the

voltage threshold for action potential initiation decreased ~1.4 mV with leading

inhibition (p<0.002; n=7). As such, Nav channel recovery during the IPSP

maintains a constant magnitude of just-suprathreshold EPSP amplification
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FIG. 3.7   LEADING INHIBITION ALTERS SUBTHRESHOLD GAIN
A. Somatic recordings from a single neuron (P16; Vrest= -65 mV).

Responses to a series of EPSCs delivered at rest (upper traces, 0-2.4 nA, 0.4 nA
steps) or delivered 2.5 ms after an IPSC (lower traces, 0-1.7 nA, 0.2 nA steps,
8.7 mV IPSP). Bath application of 1 µM TTX reveals a similar magnitude of just-
subthreshold EPSP amplification in each condition. B. Plot of EPSP amplitude
measured from rest versus EPSC amplitude. Gray and black symbols indicate
responses before and after the application of 1 µM TTX, respectively. Closed
symbols, from rest. Open symbols, from IPSP. Dotted lines indicate threshold for
each condition. C. The reduction of EPSP amplitude by TTX determined at the
current producing a just-subthreshold response in control conditions (left;
p= 0.59). The TTX-induced increase in current required to reach the amplitude of
a just-subthreshold EPSP (right; p= 0.17). D. The IPSP-induced decrease in
action potential voltage threshold was significantly different with respect to
control conditions (left; p < 0.002). The IPSP-induced increase in the current
threshold for action potential generation was also significantly greater after a
preceding IPSP (right; p < 0.05). Mean, black symbols; individual responses,
gray symbols (n=7). (Exp. by LLS)
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despite also reducing the action potential voltage threshold and hence the

voltage at which subthreshold amplification must take place. Independent of Nav

channels, leading IPSPs right-shift subthreshold gain, increasing the current

required to reach threshold by ~340 pA (p<0.05, n=7; Fig. 3.7D). Together these

findings show that when inhibition precedes excitation, linearity in the

subthreshold input-output range is preserved by balanced actions of Nav channel

de-inactivation (Fig. 3.7B).

A relatively small amount of Nav channel recovery from inactivation is

possible during a single IPSP. Thus, a next set of experiments tested whether

longer membrane hyperpolarization, such as might occur with a series of large

IPSPs, produces more dramatic changes in subthreshold EPSP amplification.

EPSCs were delivered 80 ms into a step pulse set to evoke a 7-10 mV

hyperpolarization.  As for a single IPSC, prolonged membrane hyperpolarization

lowers the voltage threshold for action potential initiation ~2.5 mV (n=9,  p<5 x

10-5) and increases the current required to reach threshold ~580 pA (n=9,

p<0.05; Fig. 3.8). Despite the long hyperpolarization, Nav channels provide the

same magnitude of just-subthreshold EPSP amplification as in resting conditions

(n=9; p=0.67). Thus, as for the single IPSC, when long hyperpolarization

precedes excitation, enhanced depolarizing current from Nav channels de-

inactivation counterbalances the decrease in voltage threshold, preserving

linearity in the subthreshold gain (Fig. 3.8B).
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FIG. 3.8   PROLONGED MEMBRANE HYPERPOLARIZATION LOWERS THE VOLTAGE
THRESHOLD FOR ACTION POTENTIAL INITIATION AND SHIFTS RESTING
CONDUCTANCES

A. Somatic recordings from a single neuron (P16; Vrest= -62 mV).
Responses to a series of EPSCs delivered at rest (upper traces, 0-2.8 nA, 0.4 nA
steps) or delivered 80 ms into a 100 ms hyperpolarizing step pulse (lower traces,
0-3.6 nA, 0.4 nA steps). Bath application of 1 µM TTX reveals a similar amplitude
of just-subthreshold EPSP amplification in each condition. B. Plot of EPSP
amplitude measured from rest versus EPSC amplitude. Gray and black symbols
indicate responses before and after the application of 1 µM TTX, respectively.
Closed symbols, indicate from rest. Open symbols, from IPSP. Dotted lines
indicate threshold in each condition. C. The reduction of EPSP amplitude by TTX
determined at the current producing a just-subthreshold response is similar from
rest and from a hyperpolarizing pulse (left; n=9; p=0.67). The TTX-induced
increase in current required to reach the amplitude of a just-subthreshold EPSP
is similar in each condition  (right; n=9; p=0.18). D. Hyperpolarization decreases
action potential voltage threshold (left; n=9, p<5 x 10-5). Hyperpolarization
increases the current threshold for action potential generation (right; n=9,
p<0.05). Mean, black symbols, and individual responses, gray symbols. (Exp. by
LLS)
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The above finding that EPSP amplification still occurs at the soma when

the axon is severed proximally suggests Nav channels at the soma specifically

may contribute to this amplification. To test this idea further, sodium currents

were added into different compartments of a computational model. Neurolucida

reconstructions of three MSO neurons were used to generate a model in

NEURON. The gKLVA and gH properties were fit to currents isolated from MSO

neurons (P Mathews and S Khurana) and adjusted compartmentally such that

the input resistance, time constant, and dendrosomatic EPSP propagation

characteristics matched those of MSO neurons (Fig. 3.9A). Subthreshold

responses were evoked by an EPSG-like waveform inserted at the soma. As for

MSO neurons in the presence of TTX, with no gNA added to the model there is a

sublinear relationship in the input-output gain (Fig. 3.9B). Incremental addition of

gNA at the soma leads to larger somatic EPSP amplitudes without distorting the

shape of the EPSP. This amplification persisted, although to a lesser degree, in

the axon initial segment. In contrast, the addition of sodium conductance at the

initial segment broadened but did not amplify the peaks of somatic EPSPs (Fig.

3.9C). Axonal Nav channels are still unable to amplify somatic EPSPs even when

the density of gKLVA and gH in the axon initial segment is reduced by more than an

order of magnitude (Fig. 3.10). Thus, in a computational model of an MSO

neuron, somatic sodium but not axonal currents were able to reproduce

amplification of somatic EPSPs and contribute to the linearity of the subthreshold

gain.
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F IG. 3.9   SOMATIC NA+ CURRENTS ARE ABLE TO REPRODUCE SUBTHRESHOLD
AMPLIFICATION OF EPSPS IN A COMPUTATIONAL MODEL OF AN MSO NEURON
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A. Membrane properties measured in a model neuron with gKLVA and gH,
but no gNA. Step pulses (5 ms, -0.2 to 0.2 nA in 0.25 nA steps) were injected at
the soma (Vrest= -60 mV). A somatic response to a 50 pA step has a time
constant of 420 µs. The slope of a plot of maximal voltage responses vs. current
amplitudes indicates a somatic input resistance of 10.4 MΩ. B. For the same
model cell as in A. four simulation configurations are indicated using a
2-dimensional morphological representation of the cell.  In all cases, an EPSG-
like waveform at the soma evoked responses. The electrode indicates the
location (either the soma or the distal end of the axon initial segment) at which
responses were recorded. Red indicates gNA insertion at either the soma (upper
panels) or axon initial segment (lower panels).  The amount of gNA indicated by
line or trace color (S/cm2). Sample traces show responses to EPSGs in 5 nS
steps to threshold; a plot of EPSP amplitude vs. EPSG amplitude (2.5 to 50 nS,
2.5 nS steps) is shown below. Suprathreshold responses are indicated by
dashed lines. In the absence of axonal gNA, threshold was assumed to be at a
somatic potential of 12 mV (dotted line). With all gNA absent, there is a sublinear
relationship between peak EPSP amplitude and the underlying conductance.
Somatically-located gNA leads to larger somatic EPSP amplitudes without
distorting the shape of the EPSP, and this amplification persisted, though
attenuated, in the axon initial segment. Sodium conductance in the initial
segment amplified EPSPs in the initial segment. EPSPs at the soma were not
amplified, but the peaks were prolonged. (Exp. by LLS)
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FIG. 3.10   REDUCING THE DENSITY OF GKLVA AND GH IN THE AXON INITIAL SEGMENT
DID NOT ALTER THE IMPACT OF AXONAL GNA ON SOMATIC EPSPS
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A. Passive properties measured with gKLVA and gH, but no gNA. Step pulses
(5 ms, -0.2 to 0.2 pA in 0.25 pA steps) were injected at the distal initial segment
(Vrest = -60 mV). The slope of the maximal voltage response plotted vs. current
amplitude indicated the input resistance (Ri ) for the high axonal conductance
condition (the same condition as shown in Fig. 4.9) was 50.9 MΩ. Lowering gKLVA

and gH by more than an order of magnitude in the initial segment increased Ri to
59.4 MΩ. The additional increase of somatodendritic input resistance through the
reduction of gH in these compartments increased Ri in the initial segment to 62.4
MΩ. B. For the same model cell as in A (Fig. 4.9), two simulation configurations
are indicated using a 2-dimensional morphological representation of the cell. An
EPSG-like waveform at the soma evoked responses recorded at the soma (left
panels) or at the distal initial segment (right panels). Sodium conductance was
inserted in the initial segment (red). The amount of sodium conductance is
indicated by line or trace color (S/cm2). Sample traces show responses to EPSGs
in 5 nS steps to threshold; a plot of EPSP amplitude vs. EPSG amplitude (2.5 to
50 nS, 2.5 nS steps) is shown below. Suprathreshold responses indicated by
dashed lines. Sodium conductance in the initial segment greatly amplified EPSPs
in the initial segment, but the peak of the somatic EPSPs only was prolonged. C.
Lowering the density of gKLVA and gH in the initial segment increased the amount
of gNA-dependent EPSP amplification in the initial segment but did not allow the
axonally located gNA to amplify the peak of somatic EPSPs. D. Reducing both
axonal and somatodendritic input resistance to further reduce Ri in the initial
segment enhanced gNA-dependent EPSP amplification locally, but still had little
effect on somatic EPSP amplitudes.  Although gH was reduced only moderately
in the somatodendritic compartment, further changes rendered somatic
properties out of the range of characteristic found in MSO neurons of post-
hearing animals, the age-range in which we have observed sodium-channel
dependent amplification of EPSPs. (Exp. by LLS)

In some neurons subthreshold amplification of EPSPs relies upon

persistent sodium current. The perisomatic sodium currents in MSO neurons

express only a very small persistent component (<2%). To explore whether this

small persistent component is necessary for somatic EPSP amplification, we

eliminated this component of the Nav channels in our computational model. As

above, an EPSG-like waveform at the soma evoked responses recorded at the

soma.  Somatic gNA with and without a persistent component were added
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incrementally to the soma. For the same density of sodium conductance the

slope of the subthreshold input-output function is the same in both conditions.

Also in both conditions, this gNA-dependent amplification of somatic EPSPs

persists in the initial segment in an attenuated manner. Thus, somatically-located

gNA without a persistent component amplifies somatic EPSPs to the same extent

as gNA with a small persistent component (data not shown).

The low density of sodium current and lack of EPSP amplification in the

dendrites raises the question as to whether restricting amplification of EPSPs to

the soma has a computational advantage in MSO neurons. To explore this idea,

dendritic synapses were attached to a computational model with either

somatically-restricted gNA or gNA distributed throughout the soma and dendrites.

Synapses were placed on one or both dendrites 50 µm from the soma (Fig.

2.11A). The amplification of somatic EPSPs was measured at “threshold”, set at

12 mV. Not surprisingly Nav channels amplify EPSPs regardless of whether they

are distributed throughout the soma and dendrites or are restricted to the soma.

However, when total Na+ conductance is matched between the distributed and

somatically-restricted conditions, the somatic location for voltage-gated Nav

channels provides a moderate advantage for the amplification of synaptic inputs

(Fig. 3.11A). While restricting Nav channels to the soma did not favor bilateral

inputs over unilateral inputs, distributed Nav channels did tend to favor unilateral
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FIG. 3.11   PERISOMATIC RESTRICTION OF NAV CHANNELS PROVIDES A MODERATE
ADVANTAGE FOR THE AMPLIFICATION OF SYNAPTIC INPUTS

A. EPSG-like waveforms were injected 50 µm from the soma on either both
dendrites or the medial dendrite alone. Nav channels added incrementally at the soma
(left) or throughout the somatodendritic compartment (right) amplifies the EPSP
measured at the soma. Somatically-located sodium conductance amplifies EPSPs more
than the same total sodium conductance distributed throughout the somatodendritic
compartment. Total voltage-gated sodium conductance is equivalent for the highest
densities shown. B. Experimental conditions as in A . The amplification of somatic
EPSPs was measured at “threshold”, set at 12 mV, and normalized to the amplitude of
EPSPs evoked by the same synaptic conductance with no sodium conductance.
Binaural and monaural inputs were amplified similar amounts at the soma when the
voltage-gated sodium conductance was located at the soma (left). Conversely, monaural
inputs had a moderate advantage for EPSP amplification over binaural inputs when the
sodium conductance was distributed throughout the somatodendritic compartment
(right). Total sodium conductance is equivalent for the highest densities on each graph
(0.08 and 0.015 S/cm2, respectively). (Exp. by LLS)
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inputs (Fig. 3.11B). This suggests that depending upon the cellular

morphology,distributing Nav channels throughout the somatodendritic

compartment may be counterproductive for the neuron’s task, detecting bilateral

convergence.

DISCUSSION

The present findings indicate that, in principal neurons of the MSO,

voltage-gated Nav channels are restricted mainly to the perisomatic and axonal

compartments. The somatic Nav channels in MSO neurons activate and

inactivate quickly allowing brief, sharply timed responses to synaptic inputs. As

for many neuron types, Nav channels in MSO neurons shape the propagation of

action potentials and provide subthreshold gain. As such, a sharp decline in

sodium current density along the dendrites precludes the amplification of local

subthreshold signals and accounts for our previous findings that action potential

backpropagation and electrogenesis are limited in the dendrites of MSO neurons

(Scott et al., 2005). The sizable somatic Na+ current demonstrated in this report

is paradoxical with our previous finding that action potentials are small at the

soma. However, this discrepancy is explained by a left-shifted voltage-

dependence for steady-state inactivation, in comparison to the MNTB and LSO

that renders most somatic Nav channels unavailable to participate in action

potential propagation from the resting membrane potential (~-60 mV). Instead,

the main contribution of Nav channels in the somatic compartment is to amplify

subthreshold events when they summate to a near-threshold voltage. In this way
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Nav are able to regulate gain in the main integration compartment of principal

MSO neurons.

Steady-state inactivation

The left-shifted steady-state inactivation curve for somatic Nav channels in

MSO neurons is somewhat unusual for excitable mammalian cells, but is not

without precedence. Classically neurons like cerebellar Purkinje neurons,

hippocampal pyramidal neurons and fast-spiking neurons, where Nav channel

steady-state inactivation is more depolarized (V1/2= -55 to -65 mV), a substantial

portion of Nav channels are available at rest to generate large somatic action

potentials that overshoot 0 mV (Martina and Jonas, 1997; Raman et al., 1997;

Fricker et al., 1999). In the auditory system principal neurons of the MNTB fire

synaptically elicited APs with high speed and fidelity (Sommer et al., 1993;

Paolini et al., 2001). These APs, which are similar to the classic responses stated

above, tend to overshoot 0 mV and are likely generated in part by somatic Nav

channels with relatively depolarized steady-state inactivation. Similar to MSO

neurons, auditory neurons in the inferior colliculus (IC) have Nav channels with

half steady-state inactivation at -75 mV (Liu and Li, 2004). Interestingly, IC

neuron action potentials are not always overshooting. Although, likely due in part

to a higher input resistance, they are larger in amplitude than MSO neurons (Bal

et al., 2002). More extreme relationships than those found in MSO neurons

between Nav channel steady-state inactivation and resting potential exist. In

vestibular and immature auditory hair cells as well as small dorsal root ganglion
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neurons the half of steady-state inactivation for transient Nav channels

approache -90 mV, substantially lower than the cells’ resting potentials of -70

mV. Vestibular and immature auditory hair cells rarely elicit spikes with

depolarizations from rest (Oliver et al., 1997; Chabbert et al., 2003; Wooltorton et

al., 2007). While unusual, the MSO neuron’s Nav channels with left-shifted

steady-state activation are unlikely to comprise novel Nav channels subunits.

Tetrodotoxin-sensitive Nav channels can be highly modulated via splicing,

glycosylation, beta subunit expression, calmodulin binding, multiple

phosphorylation sites, resting membrane potential and intracellular bicarbonate

ions (Bruehl and Witte, 2003). Interestingly Nav1.6 when expressed with the β1

accessory subunit display faster inactivation and a left-shifted steady-state

inactivation compared to channels expressed alone (Smith et al., 1998). However

these same channels appear to display much greater (~13%) persistent current

in expression systems compared to what is seen in MSO neurons (<2%). In

comparison the persistent current in Nav1.2 (<2%) is much smaller, similar to

MSO neurons, but do not have particularly negative half steady-state inactivation.

These differences are a reflection of the fact that even the same Nav channel

alpha subunit expressed alone can give rise to currents with varying properties

depending upon the cell type or conditions (Pan and Beam, 1999; Cummins et

al., 2001; Carr et al., 2003).
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Nav channels in other auditory neurons

The properties of Nav channels in the somatodendritic compartment of

neurons in the auditory system have not been widely investigated. Recently Nav

channels in the MNTB of rats and mice have been described (Ming and Wang,

2003; Leao et al., 2005; Leão, 2008). Surprisingly however there appear to be

species specific differences in Nav channel kinetics and distribution of which the

functional impacts are not well understood. In mice both immunohistochemistry

and electrophysiology suggests that Nav channels are expressed in the somatic

compartment while in rats the density of Nav channel staining is dendritically

biased. In addition sodium currents were not apparent in outside out patch

recordings from the soma (Leao et al., 2005; Leão, 2008). Also the voltage of

peak current of Nav channels in mice is more negative   (~-30 to -40 mV) than in

rats (~-10 mV) (Ming and Wang, 2003; Leao et al., 2005; Leão, 2006, 2008). Nav

channels recorded from the MNTB in gerbils appears to share similarities with

channels expressed in both the rats and mice. The large current recorded from

nucleated patches taken from gerbil MNTB suggests a somatic Nav channel

expression similar to mice. One caveat however, is that while the majority of

membrane recorded from in this configuration is somatic it does not preclude the

inclusion of membrane from the dendrites or axon. The voltage of peak current in

the gerbil MTNB is more similar to that of the rat (~-10 mV). Interestingly the half

steady state inactivation voltage of Nav channels in mouse MNTB (-65 mV),
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which has not been described in rat, is very similar to that recorded in gerbil (-62

mV).

The role and properties of Nav channels in the LSO are for the most part

unknown. Indirect experiments using pharmacology suggest that a subthreshold

Nav conductance, believed to be a persistent current, contributes to the resting

potential (Adam et al., 2001). Unlike the MSO both tonic and phasic AP firing

responses to square current injections can be observed in different LSO neurons.

These two phenotypes are partly controlled by a gradient of Kv1 expression,

which is highest in the lateral limb of the LSO (low frequency sound region) and

lowest in the medial limb (Barnes-Davies et al., 2004). The frequency of tonic AP

firing is also amplitude dependent, a feature that corresponds well with the in vivo

“chopper” firing response of neurons in this area. In addition APs tend to

overshoot 0 mV. It is currently unknown how Nav channel properties might

contribute to these different AP firing phenotypes. Recordings reported here were

obtained in the horizontal plane where the location of LSO neurons along the

frequency map of the nuclei is hard to define. Future experiments are needed to

more fully characterize Nav channel properties and determine if they differ in their

density and/or properties in LSO neurons. In addition experiments addressing

how the intermediate voltage of half steady-state inactivation shapes the initiation

and generation of action potential in the somatodendritic compartment of LSO

neurons is needed to more fully define their role in these neurons. Overall it does

not appear that Nav channels in auditory neurons can be generalized. In each of
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the three neurons reported here channel properties significantly differed in at

least one characteristic. These findings illustrate just how diverse and complex

the expression of voltage gated ion channels is in the nervous system.

Nav channel distribution

Nav channels are commonly expressed in the soma and along the

dendrites of hippocampal, cortical and mitral neurons where they contribute to

local electrogenesis (Stuart and Hausser, 1994; Magee and Johnston, 1995;

Bischofberger and Jonas, 1997; Spruston, 2008). In MSO neurons however

recordings have shown a distinct lack of dendritic electrogenesis (Scott et al.,

2007). A result that is not surprising given the somatically restricted expression of

Nav channels. However this feature is not unique. Purkinje neurons of the

cerebellum display a steep somatically biased gradient of Nav channels in their

somatodendritic compartment (Stuart and Hausser, 1994). In addition APs in

these neurons severely attenuate as they propagate distally in the dendrites

(Llinas and Sugimori, 1980). Unfortunately the mechanisms behind distributing

Nav channels in different subcellular compartments, especially outside the axon,

are not well understood. In the axon it is believed that the cytoskeletal protein

ankyrinG binds to Nav channels and results in the clustering of the channel at

nodes of Ranvier (Zhou et al., 1998). Interestingly ankyrinG has also been shown

to reduce persistent currents in Nav1.6 in expression systems (Shirahata et al.,

2006). It has also been proposed that active removal of Nav channels through

endocytosis in select compartments may be a mechanism for restricting channel
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expression. One possibility is that active endocytosis occurs in the dendrites of

MSO neurons and channels in the soma and axon are anchored their by

ankyrinG. Future research is needed to test these predictions.

Linear signal transformation at the soma

Our results indicate somatic Nav channels actively construct linear

summation during subthreshold synaptic integration in MSO neurons. A linear or

slightly supra-linear input-output relationship is seen for subthreshold synaptic

stimulation and current injection, with or without preceding inhibition.

Computational modeling revealed that somatic but not axonal sodium currents

were able to reproduce the amplification of somatic EPSPs recorded in MSO

neurons. Subthreshold EPSPs undergo amplification by somatic Nav channels in

other neuron types as well, including prefrontal and somatosensory cortical

neurons, and CA3 hippocampal neurons (Stuart and Sakmann, 1995; Urban et

al., 1998; Gonzalez-Burgos and Barrionuevo, 2001). Unlike MSO neurons, large

EPSPs or smaller EPSPs coupled with standing depolarization are required for

Nav-mediated amplification in these other neuron types (Stuart and Sakmann,

1995; Lipowsky et al., 1996; Gonzalez-Burgos and Barrionuevo, 2001). Although

the voltage dependence of activation is similar between Nav channels in the MSO

and other neuronal Nav channels (Martina and Jonas, 1997; Rush et al., 2005), a

depolarized resting potential promotes the amplification of relatively small EPSPs

in MSO neurons. Several groups have postulated that persistent sodium current

is responsible for subthreshold EPSP amplification in other neurons (Schwindt
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and Crill, 1995; Andreasen and Lambert, 1999), but MSO Nav channels have

little persistent current. Furthermore, eliminating the persistent sodium current in

our computational model shows this current is not necessary for subthreshold

amplification in MSO neurons.

During inhibitory events, linearity in the subthreshold input-output range is

preserved by balanced actions of Nav channel de-inactivation. Preceding

inhibition lowers the voltage threshold for action potential initiation, most likely by

de-inactivating Nav channels in the axon initial segment that mediate action

potential generation in MSO neurons (Scott et al., 2007). Although inhibition

lowers the voltage threshold, just-subthreshold EPSP amplification remains

constant. The magnitude of somatic EPSP amplification is likely maintained by

the recovery of somatic Nav channels, the population of Nav channels able to

account for EPSP amplification in our computational model. Together these

findings indicate Nav channel de-inactivation at the soma functionally balances

their de-inactivation in the axon to preserve linear gain during subthreshold

integration. We can estimate the percent of somatic Nav channel recovery

required to maintain linear gain in the presence of inhibition using the sodium

current de-inactivation from -70 mV data. Since channel recovery is substantially

faster at physiological temperatures than room temperature recordings, a

temperature coefficient, commonly measured between two and three for ion

channels, can convert room temperature data. IPSPs used in our experiments

approached -70 mV for about 1 ms prior to EPSC delivery allowing 20-40% of
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inactivated Nav channels to recover. For the hyperpolarizing step lasting 80 ms

prior to EPSC delivery, nearly all Nav channels are able to participate in EPSP

amplification.

Although Nav channels are able to maintain EPSP amplification, leading

inhibition still increases the amount of current needed to generate an action

potential.  Dodla et al. (2006) found that leading inhibition facilitated spiking, but

such post-inhibition facilitation required a short inhibitory time constant (<1 ms).

Our experiments used IPSC time constants similar to those reported by

Magnusson et al. (2005), much longer than one millisecond. In keeping with the

predictions made by Dodla and colleagues for longer, more physiological

inhibitory events, inhibitory events increase the overall current required to reach

threshold in MSO neurons. Thus, while Nav channels maintain linearity during

synaptic transformations, inhibition is able to modulate gain in MSO neurons.

Functional implications

In the soma and perhaps dendrites of MSO neurons, functional Na+

current is regulated in part by a left shift in the channel’s steady state inactivation

curve.  Interestingly, MSO neurons appear to have a similar density of Nav

channels at the soma as in other neurons although the density in the dendrites

may be lower (Martina and Jonas, 1997). The shifted Nav channels inactivation

curve may be necessary to further limit somatodendritic excitability beyond what

is achieved by endocytosis. This limited excitability of the somatodendritic
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compartment in MSO neurons contributes to cycle-to-cycle independence of

synaptic integration, important for encoding brief, phasic interaural timing cues.

Restricting Nav channels to the soma rather than evenly distributing

channels throughout the somatodendritic compartment appears to aid the

detection of binaural signals in MSO neurons. In our computational model, we

found synaptic inputs are larger at the soma with Nav channels restricted to the

soma than with Nav channels evenly distributed throughout the soma and

dendrites. Thus, EPSP amplification at the soma provides a safety factor for the

generation of suprathreshold events. Interestingly, depending upon the cellular

morphology, a distribution of Nav channels throughout the somatodendritic

compartment can even negatively impact bilateral coincidence detection.

Modeling showed that monaural inputs from a large diameter dendrite were

amplified more at the soma than binaural synaptic inputs. Together our findings

suggest that the restricted Nav channels expression to the soma of an MSO

neuron facilitates the neuron’s computational task, signaling bilateral

convergence.
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CHAPTER 4

Low Voltage-activated Potassium Channels:

A Somatically Directed Gradient of Kv1 Potassium Channels Maintains the
Brevity and thus Submillisecond Timing of Bilateral Inputs in an Auditory

Coincidence Detector

ABSTRACT

Principal neurons of the medial superior olive (MSO) signal azimuthal

sound localization cues through the detection of submillisecond disparities in

binaural dendritic excitation. However, the role and properties of the dendrites in

this remarkable computation are poorly understood. Using paired somatic and

dendritic patch clamp recordings, voltage-clamp recordings and compartmental

modeling, we show that activation of IK(LVA) by dendritic EPSPs accelerates

membrane repolarization in a voltage-dependent manner, provides temporal

compensation for passive cable filtering, and actively improves the resolution of

submillisecond synaptic integration. We demonstrate that compartmental models

possessing IK(LVA) display twice the temporal resolution of those containing a leak

conductance of the same density, and more effectively suppress out-of-phase

excitation. The spatial distribution and biophysical properties of somatodendritic

Kv1 channels are thus central for the spatial resolution and selectivity in the

encoding of sound localization cues.
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INTRODUCTION

The temporal relationship between the excitatory synaptic input and action

potential output is critical for sensory encoding as well as for the induction of

synaptic plasticity (Mauk and Buonomano, 2004). However, in the majority of

neurons where excitatory inputs sum in the dendritic arbor, the relative timing of

synaptic input is subject to distortions both in time and amplitude as a result of

dendritic cable filtering (Goldstein and Rall, 1974; Segev and London, 2000). The

computational challenge of maintaining fine temporal resolution in the face of

dendritic distortions is especially acute in neurons of the medial superior olive

(MSO) where phase-locked auditory information from the two ears is first

integrated. Principal cells of the MSO encode microsecond differences in the

arrival time of sounds to the two ears (interaural time differences, or ITDs)

through systematic variations in the rate of action potential output. Rate-encoded

ITDs are a critical cue used by birds and mammals for localizing sounds along

the horizontal plane (Goldberg and Brown, 1969; Carr, 1993; Grothe and

Neuweiler, 2000; Joris and Yin, 2007).

At the cellular level, discrimination of ITDs in mammals involves the spatial

and temporal summation of time-locked glutamatergic excitation and glycinergic

inhibition in MSO principal neurons (Smith et al., 1993; Grothe and Sanes, 1994;

Brand et al., 2002). Intriguingly, excitatory synaptic inputs from spherical bushy

cells of the cochlear nucleus are segregated onto different branches of  bipolar

dendritic arbors (Lindsey, 1975). The axon, where action potential initiation
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occurs, emerges from the soma or proximal dendrite (Ch. 2) (Scott et al., 2005).

While computer models have predicted that this synaptic input segregation in

MSO neurons and their avian analogs may improve the fidelity of binaural

coincidence detection (Agmon-Snir et al., 1998; Simon et al., 1999; Yi et al.,

2001; Dasika et al., 2007), to date there has been almost no experimental data

regarding the dendritic properties of these cells, and thus the role of the dendrites

in shaping binaural coincidence detection is unclear.

To understand how MSO dendrites influence synaptic coincidence

detection, we have combined simultaneous dendritic and somatic current-clamp

recordings, both whole cell and excised patches voltage-clamp recordings and

computational modeling to explore how the properties of MSO dendrites

influence binaural coincidence detection and temporal coding. Our results show

that dendritic EPSPs activate a somatically-biased population of low voltage

activated potassium channels (KLVA), which accelerate membrane repolarization.

The presence of KLVA channels approximately doubles the temporal resolution of

binaural coincidence detection as compared to a passive leak conductance of the

same density, and normalizes the somatic time course of EPSPs propagating

from disparate dendritic locations. Thus, both the biophysical properties and

spatial distribution of KLVA channels are critical determinants of the high resolution

of binaural coincidence detection in the MSO.
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METHODS

Current-clamp electrophysiology.   For recording, slices were visualized at

160x using infrared differential interference contrast (irDIC) microscopy in

conjunction with a newvicon tube camera system (NC-70; Dage-MTI). Both

dendritic and somatic current-clamp recordings were made with thick-walled

borosilicate glass pipettes (1.65 O.D.; WPI), pulled to resistances of 3-4 MΩ

(somatic electrodes) or 6-11 MΩ (dendritic electrodes). The pipette solution

consisted of: potassium gluconate 115, KCl 20, sodium phosphocreatine 10,

EGTA 0.5, MgATP 4, NaGTP 0.3, pH 7.3 with KOH.

Analysis.  Recordings were accepted for analysis if the series resistance in the

dendrites and soma remained below 50 MΩ and 15 MΩ, respectively. The higher

series resistance in dendritic recordings that was inevitable when recording from

narrow dendrites raised the potential for subtle temporal distortions of EPSPs

exhibiting the submillisecond voltage changes typical of MSO principal cells. As a

result, we report only those measurements made through a non current-injecting

pipette. Furthermore, dual somatic recordings were used to confirm that the time

course of the current injection was not affected by the range of series resistances

encountered in these experiments. Drugs and toxins were bath applied.

Voltage clamp electrophysiology.  MSO principal cells were imaged as

described above. Outside-out patches were obtained from the soma and
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dendrites at 25ºC. The internal solution was the same as used in the whole-cell

current clamp experiments. Pipettes used for recording KLVA channels activation

curves in the dendrites and soma had 5-7 MΩ open tip resistances. Patches

were held at –90 mV and currents were elicited by voltage steps to between -80

and -20 mV (corrected for a -10 mV junction potential). K+ currents were

pharmacologically isolated with bath application of a control solution consisting of

1 µM TTX, 50 µM NiCl2+, 1 mM TEA and 50 µM ZD7288 to block voltage-gated

sodium, calcium, hyperpolarization-activated (h-type) currents and high voltage-

activate potassium channels. To further isolate Kv1 containing Kv channels,

currents obtained in control experiments were subtracted from currents produced

after 100 nM α-dendrotoxin (α-DTX) was applied to the patch at ~0.4 psi via a

flow pipe of 100 µm diameter (microfil, WPI). In order to prevent α-DTX from

contaminating the solution bathing the slice, the flow pipe was housed inside the

lumen of a glass capillary which siphoned extracellular solution from the bath

directly to a waste container. Patches were then guided inside the lumen of the

siphon in front of the α-DTX flow pipe. Thus, multiple patches could be attempted

in the same slice. Traces were low-pass filtered online at 5 kHz (soma) or 2 kHz

(dendrites), and measurements were made from the average of 1-4 repetitions.

The data were fit with a Boltzmann equation of the form:

f(V) = 1 / (1 + exp((V1/2  - V) / k)),

where V1/2= half maximal voltage, and k= slope factor.
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Measurements from outside-out patches of KLVA channel current density

were carried out in the control solution stated above. A voltage step from a

holding potential of -80 to -45 mV, a voltage outside the activation range of KHVA

channels (activation ~-30 mV, data not shown). Traces represent the average of

10-70 traces. In order to record from uniform patch sizes only pipettes whose

open tip resistances were between 8-9 MΩ and had a tip outer diameter of

approximately 1.75 µm when measured at 160X magnification were used. Online

pipette capacitance compensation was employed, and leak subtraction was

performed using a P/-4 subtraction protocol.

 In experiments measuring IK(LVA) in response to simulated EPSPs (Fig.

4.5), whole cell voltage clamp protocols were carried out at near physiological

temperatures (35ºC) in the control solution stated above. In addition CNQX (10

µM) and strychnine (1 µM) were added to the bath in order to decrease

spontaneous glutamatergic and glycinergic currents. IK(LVA) were elicited with

EPSP voltage commands between 2 and 40 mV from -60 mV, the average

resting potential of MSO neurons.  The EPSP commands were the average of 10

current clamp recordings of synaptically evoked EPSPs (~2 mV) from a single

cell. This cell was deemed representative because its synaptically evoked EPSP

half-width corresponded to the average EPSP half-width (0.64 ms). All traces

represent averages of 3-6 traces and were low-pass filtered at 5 kHz.

Capacitance neutralization and >75% series resistance compensation were

carried out during each recording. Pipettes were wrapped with parafilm to reduce
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pipette capacitance. Leak subtraction was performed offline using a P/-4

protocol. However, the leak pulses were elicited from a holding potential of

-80 mV, outside of the activation range of IK(LVA) but still within the linear portion of

the I-V relationship (when Ih was blocked pharmacologically). To minimize noise

20 traces of leak current were averaged before subtraction.

Modeling.  The dynamics of KLVA channels were further defined by fitting traces

with Hodgkin and Huxley equations using the program Neurofit (Willms, 2002).

Briefly the dynamics of the gates are fit by first order differential equations:

Activation

dm/dt = (m∞ (V) – m) / (τm (V))

Inactivation

dhi/dt = (h∞ (V) – hi) / (τhi (V))   i = 1 …nh

The time constants of activation (τm), and inactivation (τhi) are voltage

dependent and are fit independently for each step potential.

Steady state curves are given by Boltzmann functions raised to a power (x):

m∞ (V) = 1 / { 1 + exp((V - V2m) / km)}x

h∞ (V) = 1 / {1 + exp((V - V2h) / kh}

Where half activation potentials = V2, slope factors = k and x is equal to the

power function, sometimes referred to as the number of gating particles. The

power used was decided by finding the lowest number that gave a good fit to the

data. For these experiments a power of 4 was used.
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RESULTS

MSO principal cells were identified in brainstem slices by the bipolar

morphology of their dendrites when viewed under infrared DIC optics (Scott et al.

2005), as well as the characteristic transient firing pattern and unusually low input

resistance/membrane time constant these cells exhibit electrophysiologically

(<10 MΩ and <0.8 ms respectively). To examine how EPSPs are shaped as they

propagate from known locations in the dendrites to the soma, we made

simultaneous somatic and dendritic current clamp recordings and injected

simulated synaptic currents (sEPSCs; see Methods) either into the soma or

dendrites and varied current amplitude to elicit responses encompassing the

entire subthreshold voltage range (Fig. 4.1A). These simulated EPSPs (sEPSPs)

showed a marked attenuation following propagation to the soma that was

proportional to the recording distance (~10% per 10 µm). In all recordings, one of

the most striking features of sEPSPs was the voltage dependence of their shape.

As sEPSP amplitude increased, their duration (measured at half amplitude)

progressively declined in both the dendrite and soma (Fig. 4.1A,B). We term this

voltage-dependent sEPSP sharpening, or VDS. However, the magnitude of VDS

differed at the two recording locations. The rate of VDS averaged 31.0 µs/mV at

the soma, but was only 3.9 µs/mV at the site of sEPSC injection in the dendrites

(30-90 µm, n=16, Fig. 4.1C). Accordingly, on average VDS was 35% at the

soma, but only 15% in the dendrites, despite the fact that the average amplitude

of the somatic sEPSP was only 25% of that in the dendrites (12 vs 48 mV, n=16,
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Fig. 1d). Both the rate and magnitude of VDS were insensitive to the site of

dendritic sEPSC injection, whereas there was a slight trend for propagated

sEPSPs at the soma toward stronger maximal VDS with increasing sEPSC

injection distance (Fig. 4.1D). Presumably, the voltage-dependent mechanism

responsible for sEPSP sharpening is more effectively recruited by the large

dendritic sEPSPs that are necessary for the production of comparable somatic

EPSP amplitudes.

The results above indicate that the mechanism underlying the sharpening

of sEPSP duration is particularly prominent in the perisomatic region.

Accordingly, when sEPSCs were injected into the soma in the same population

of cells, a prominent voltage dependence of EPSP duration was also observed at

the soma even in the absence of strong dendritic depolarization (25% maximal

sharpening over the 12 mV average subthreshold voltage range at the soma;

n=17; Fig. 4.1D-F). In these responses, there was also a striking asymmetry in

attenuation of EPSPs propagating towards the soma relative to those back

propagating into the distal dendrites (e.g. 4.1E vs. 4.1A). Further refinement of

back propagating sEPSP duration in the dendrites was detected, but was

relatively subtle (Fig. 4.1F). Measured at the soma, the rate of sEPSP

sharpening from somatic sEPSCs was 74% of the rate of sharpening from

dendritic EPSCs 30-90 µm from the soma (Fig. 4.1G). Further, as expected,

somatically-induced VDS appeared more robust in neurons with more
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FIG. 4.1   PROPAGATION OF EPSPS FROM THE DENDRITES TO THE SOMA IN MSO
PRINCIPAL CELLS

A. Simultaneous recording from the soma (black) and dendrite (gray; 68
µm from the soma) in response to injection of dendritic sEPSCs of 3 increasing
amplitudes (0.2, 0.8, and 2.2 nA). The sEPSPs in A are shown normalized at the
right, revealing a systematic decrease in sEPSP halfwidth with increasing
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amplitude. B. Plot of halfwidth vs. sEPSP amplitude for the cell shown in A,
revealing a steeper voltage-dependent sharpening of EPSPs at the soma vs. the
dendrite. C. Population data, showing the rate of voltage-dependent sharpening
(VDS) over the subthreshold voltage range for all dendritic sEPSC injections and
dual dendritic and somatic recordings (n=16). The rate of VDS is higher in the
soma than in the dendrite. Fits: soma, 0.26 ± 0.0.12 µs/µm; dendrite, 0.02 ± 0.05
µs/µm. D. The maximum degree of VDS was also more prominent at the soma
than in the dendrites. There was a trend for stronger voltage-dependent
sharpening at both recording sites with increasing distance from the soma
(-0.06%/µm dendrite, -0.20%/µm soma). E.  In the same cell as in A and B,
attenuation of back propagating sEPSPs was far less pronounced than during
forward propagation from the dendrites to the soma. Note the prominent voltage-
dependent sharpening observed in normalized traces with somatic sEPSC
injection (right). F. Plot of halfwidth vs. sEPSP amplitude for the cell shown in E,
revealing a similar degree of voltage-dependent sharpening of sEPSPs at the
soma vs. the dendrite. G.  Comparison of average sharpening rate between
soma (n=19) and dendrite (n=16) shows that VDS is primarily a somatic
mechanism. H. Plot of the maximum percent sharpening vs. the voltage
amplitude of maximum subthreshold sEPSP for somatic recordings (n=19). For
this analysis, 12 of these measurements were made in dual somatic recordings,
where sEPSC injection and voltage measurements were made with different
electrodes. (Exp. by NLG)

depolarized voltage thresholds for action potential initiation (Fig. 4.1H).

 In order to understand how sEPSP shape is controlled as a function of

distance in the dendrites, we compared the somatic shape of the maximal

subthreshold sEPSPs that had been introduced either in the soma itself (in dual

somatic recordings; n=12), or in different locations along the dendrites (n=16;

Fig. 4.2). In the examples shown in Fig. 4.2A, comparable somatic

depolarizations required successively larger dendritic sEPSPs in order to

overcome the large attenuation observed during propagation in MSO dendrites.

Quantification of these results for the entire population of paired recordings in

Fig. 4.2B shows that the amplitude of these maximal subthreshold sEPSPs did
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not vary systematically with the site of dendritic EPSC injection. However,

somatic sEPSPs appeared remarkably uniform in rise time and duration despite

their different spatial origins (Fig. 4.2A,C). Interestingly, these sEPSPs exhibited

a sawtooth appearance, with the repolarization appearing more rapid than the

rise time. These results suggest that VDS extensively compensates for the

effects of electrotonic filtering from passive cable properties of the dendrite,

which would be expected to prolong both the rise time and the decay of EPSPs

originating from more distal dendritic locations.

A candidate mechanism that could contribute to VDS is a fast-activating,

low KLVA conductance that has been described in several auditory and non-

auditory neurons, including principal cells of the MSO. These potassium

channels are composed of subunits from the Kv1 subfamily, and have been

shown to influence membrane excitability in the subthreshold voltage range. To

test whether these channels are capable of influencing the repolarization of

propagating EPSPs in the MSO, we examined the effects of α-dendrotoxin

(DTX), a potent blocker of Kv1.1, 1.2, and 1.6 subunits, on subthreshold EPSP

shape in the soma and dendrites. Bath application of 100 nM α-DTX produced

dramatic changes in the intrinsic properties of MSO cells. In the presence of α-

DTX, the somatic current required to generate action potentials decreased by 3.3

fold (2,060 ± 921 pA to 620 ± 277 pA, n=5). At the same time, input resistance

and membrane time constants measured at the soma increased by ~3 fold
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FIG. 4.2   THE SHAPE OF SEPSPS IS STABLE REGARDLESS OF PROPAGATION
DISTANCE

A. sEPSPs from different dual dendritic and somatic recordings elicited with
sEPSCs adjusted to be just below action potential threshold. Increasing dendritic
depolarizations are required as a function of distance in order to produce just
subthreshold somatic EPSPs of comparable amplitude and shape. Amplitude of current
injections: 2.3, 3.2, and 2.8 nA for dendritic recordings 35, 55, and 73 µm from the soma
respectively. B. Group data from all paired recordings, showing dendritic responses
(filled circles) and somatic responses (open circles). Filled circles at 0 µm: sEPSP
responses to somatic current injection were obtained using dual somatic recordings to
prevent distortions of shape due to series resistance. C, D. Rise time and halfwidth of
somatically recorded, maximal subthreshold sEPSPs as a function of the location of
current injection along the somatodendritic axis. sEPSPs propagating from different
distances in the dendrites are of comparable rise time and duration as those elicited
locally at the soma. Linear fits to the data show a slight negative trend with increasing
distance from the soma (dotted lines). Linear fits both exhibit slopes of –0.001 ms/µm
and are constrained to pass through the average somatic responses at 0 µm (rise time:
0.39 ms, halfwidth: 0.77 ms). (Exp. by NLG)
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(11.4  ± 1.3 MΩ to 36.2 ± 4.2 MΩ; 0.67 ± 0.09 ms to 2.16 ± 0.22 ms, respectively,

n=7), indicating that KLVA channels contribute to the resting conductance of MSO

principal neurons. VDS was strongly affected by α-DTX. When maximal

subthreshold somatic sEPSPs were generated via dendritic sites 55-90 µm away

(“propagated” sEPSPs), VDS was largely eliminated (from 39% to 8%) in the

presence of α-DTX (Fig. 4.3A-D; n=4). When sEPSPs were both generated and

measured at the soma in dual recordings (“local” sEPSCs), VDS was

transformed into a voltage-dependent broadening when Kv1 channels were

blocked (27% to -18% sharpening, n=5, Fig. 4.3D). The stronger effect of α-DTX

for local versus propagated sEPSPs likely reflects the fact that a larger fraction of

the total potassium current was α-DTX sensitive in the narrower subthreshold

voltage range at the soma. Finally, blockade of KLVA channels strongly affected

the cable filtering properties of MSO dendrites (Fig. 4.3E,F). In physiological

conditions, the shown to influence membrane excitability in the subthreshold

voltage range. The halfwidth of dendritic sEPSPs decreased by 19% after

propagation from the dendrite to the soma (0.79 ± 0.10 ms dendrite vs 0.61 ±

0.05 ms soma, n=4). This observation is contrary to what would be expected

from passive cable theory. However, in the presence of α-DTX, the dendritic

sEPSPs increased in halfwidth by 92% after propagation to the soma (1.25 ±

0.14 ms dendrite vs. 2.36 ± 0.40 ms soma). These results indicate that α-DTX-

sensitive potassium channels are critical for minimizing temporal distortions of
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FIG. 4.3   AN α-DTX-SENSITIVE CONDUCTANCE MEDIATES SEPSP SHARPENING
A. Simultaneous dendritic (gray traces) and somatic (black traces) voltage

responses to a family of sEPSCs recorded in the control ACSF and in the
presence of 100 nM α-DTX. Simulated EPSCs were injected in the lateral
dendrite 90 µm from the soma in this example cell (schematic inset). In the
presence of α-DTX, sEPSP attenuation is sharply reduced, and both the rise time
and duration of the response is increased. B. Quantification of the effects of
α-DTX on sEPSP shape in this example neuron. The rise time and duration of
the responses were increased in α-DTX. In addition, α-DTX largely eliminates the
voltage-dependent decline of both sEPSP rise time and duration as a function of
somatic sEPSP amplitude. Points are the average of 5 traces. Bars indicate
SEM. C. Normalized traces of 3 selected sEPSPs in A, showing the voltage-
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dependent sharpening over the full subthreshold voltage range. sEPSPs of
identical amplitude are similar in rise time and duration in the presence of α-DTX
(right). D. Group data showing the degree of voltage-dependent sharpening at
the soma when sEPSCs were injected in the soma (“Local”, left graph, n=5), or in
the dendrite 55-90 µm away (“Propagated”, right graph, n=4). The maximum
change in VDS (max % sharpening) was expressed for EPSP halfwidth (HW) in
control ACSF (gray bars) as well as in the presence of α-DTX (black bars).
Negative and positive values reflect a relative increase or decline in halfwidth
with increasing sEPSP amplitude, respectively. E. α-DTX increases the effects of
cable filtering of sEPSPs during propagation from the dendrites to the soma.
Normalized, maximal subthreshold sEPSPs appear similar in shape in control
ACSF, but appear substantially slowed and broadened during propagation from
the dendritic recording site 90 µm from the soma when Kv1 channels are blocked
(same cell as in A-C). F. Group data showing the increase in sEPSP duration
with and without α-DTX. (Exp. by NLG)

synaptic excitation that would occur due to the passive cable properties of MSO

dendrites.

To directly observe the α-DTX sensitive currents we made voltage-clamp

recordings of pharmacologically isolated potassium currents in outside-out

patches pulled from both the soma and dendrites of MSO principal cells (25°C).

These recordings allowed us to record the voltage sensitivity and activation

kinetics of these currents under conditions of high spatial and temporal voltage

control. Patches were held at –90 mV to remove inactivation, and then stepped

to voltages between –80 and -20 mV in 10 mV increments (Fig. 4.4A,B). These

step commands evoked fast activating, slowly inactivating currents at voltages

positive to -70 mV. Outward currents exhibited both inactivating and non-

inactivating components, both of which were extensively blocked in the presence

of 100 nM α-DTX (77 ± 8% blockade at -40 mV, n=6; Fig. 4.4A,B; Fig. 4.5). The
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half-activation voltage was similar for both somatic and dendritic patches (–49.0

± 1.5 mV, slope 7.4 ± 0.7 mV; -48.8 ± 1.4 mV, slope 8.1 ± 0.4; Fig. 4.4C).

Steady-state inactivation of IK(LVA) was tested in somatic patches with prepulses

between -100 mV and -20 mV for 1.5 s followed by a test pulse to -45 mV for 200

ms (traces not shown). The inactivating component of IK(LVA) comprised 74% of

the total current, and showed a half-inactivation voltage of -67.1 ± 1.5 mV, with a

slope factor of -6.2 ± 0.5 mV (Fig. 4.4C, black squares; n=6). IK(LVA) in both the

soma and dendrite displayed fast, nearly identical activation kinetics: when

corrected for a temperature coefficient, or Q10 of 3, activation time constants

decreased from 1.3 to 0.36 ms over a voltage range from -60 to -20 mV (Fig.

4.4D). Finally, we examined the somatodendritic distribution of IK(LVA) in outside-

out patches pulled either from the soma or dendrites up to 90 µm away (Fig.

4.4E-G). In response to steps from -90 to -45 mV, IK(LVA) kinetics were similar in

patches all along the soma and dendrites (Fig. 4.4E). However, current amplitude

was on average lower in the dendrites relative to the soma (Fig. 4.4F). The

average amplitude of IK(LVA) declined systematically as a function of distance

along the dendrites. IK(LVA) averaged 7.06 ± 1.7 pA at the soma and decreased to

2.7 ± 1.18 pA in the dendrites up to 90 µm in the dendrites  (n=24, soma, n=37

dendrite; 20 µm bins; Fig. 4.4G). Thus, IK(LVA) is available for activation by EPSPs

throughout MSO neurons, but its density is biased significantly toward the soma

and proximal dendrites.
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FIG. 4.4   DENSITY AND VOLTAGE-DEPENDENCE OF α-DTX-SENSITIVE POTASSIUM
CHANNELS RECORDED IN OUTSIDE OUT PATCHES FROM THE SOMA AND
DENDRITES (25°C)
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A. Superimposed outward potassium currents (top traces) under voltage
clamp conditions to a series of steps from a holding potential of -90 mV to test
potentials between -80 to -20 mV (10 mV increment). Kv channels were
pharmacologically isolated and patch area was standardized by using pipettes
with the same open tip diameter (see methods). The remaining outward currents
below -30 mV were extensively blocked in the presence of 100 nM α-DTX
(middle traces). The α-DTX-sensitive current was obtained via the subtraction of
currents recorded in DTX from control traces (bottom). B. Traces of α-DTX-
sensitive currents recorded from the soma and 52 µm out on the dendrite
illustrate their similarity in both sensitivity to voltage and rate of activation. Step
commands same as in A . C. Plot of normalized conductance vs. voltage
displaying activation and steady state inactivation curves. The peak conductance
of α-DTX-sensitive K+ channels in the soma (blue) and dendrites (brown) elicited
by voltage steps between -80 and -20 mV from a -90 mV holding potentials.
Steady state inactivation of somatic K(LVA) was determined by measuring the
peak conductance resulting from voltage steps to -45 mV from a -90 mV holding
potential after 1.5 s prepulses between -120 and -30 mV (n=6). K(LVA) channels in
both the soma and dendrites activate at voltages near -60 mV. D. Rate of
activation vs. voltage of α-DTX-sensitive currents recorded from patches in the
soma (blue) and dendrite (green). Rates obtained from Neurofit.  Traces of the
predicted rate of activation for channels (open symbols) at near physiological
temperatures (-35ºC; Q10= 3) are also shown. E. IK(LVA) was isolated by voltage
steps to a relatively low voltage (-45 mV) and recorded from patches in the soma
and different distances along the dendrite. Traces shown are amplitude
normalized and illustrate the similarity in activation rate. F. The peak current
amplitudes recorded using the protocol in E were plotted as a function of
distance from the soma. G. The average of current amplitude at the soma and
dendrite (20 µm bins). The average current density decreased with a length
constant of 42 µm (single exponential fit; λ=42.5 µm, y0=1.7 pA). (Exp. by PJM)
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FIG. 4.5   STEADY-STATE INACTIVATION OF KLVA CHANNELS
A. Traces of KLVA responses to a -45 mV test pulse after a set of 1.5 s

prepulses to voltages between -100 and -20 mV. The steady state inactivation of
the current is shown expanded on the right. The -45 mV test pulse was used to
isolate the KLVA from KHVA, which activate around -30 mV. B. Plot of peak steady-
state inactivation conductance vs voltage. The points are fit with a single
Boltzmann and the voltage of half steady-state inactivation and slope factor are
-67 ± 1.5 mV and -6.2 ± 0.5 mV, respectively (n=6). Note the 27% non-
inactivating component. (Exp. by PJM)
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To examine more directly the temporal relationship between EPSPs and

the potassium currents they activate, we isolated IK(LVA) in whole-cell recordings

from MSO principal neurons at near-physiological temperature (35°C; see

Methods), and delivered sEPSP commands scaled to traverse the physiological

voltage range above -60 mV (Fig. 4.6A,B ; peak amplitudes between -58 and -20

mV in 2 or 5 mV increments; see Methods). In these experiments, a larger

fraction of the current was sensitive to bath application of 100 nM α-DTX as

compared to outside-out patches (87-97% block between -60 and -20 mV),

possibly because the transient voltage command activated slower, non-α-DTX

sensitive currents less effectively. At all voltages, sEPSP commands elicited fast

and transient outward currents whose peaks trailed the simulated EPSP peaks

by between 0.63 to 0.37 ms, depending on stimulus amplitude (Fig. 4.6C). The

earliest discernable current (the “onset”, defined as the earliest outward current

exceeding 3 standard deviations above the noise floor of the recording) preceded

the peak of the EPSP command by only 0.04 to 0.26 ms. On average, 95% of the

charge carried by low voltage-activated potassium channels occurred in a narrow

time window following the peak of the sEPSP command. The above results show

that IK(LVA) possess the appropriate properties to account for the voltage-

dependence and temporal dynamics of sEPSP sharpening in MSO neurons.

Interestingly, when the voltage-dependence of KLVA channels were examined in

whole-cell recordings at 35°C using pharmacological subtractions, the
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FIG. 4.6   RELATIVE TIMING OF IK(LVA) AND THE REPOLARIZING PHASE OF A SEPSP
IN WHOLE-CELL RECORDINGS AT NEAR PHYSIOLOGICAL TEMPERATURE (35°C)

A. Traces of IK(LVA) elicited by sEPSP voltage commands of amplitudes
over the voltage range dominated by α -DTX-sensitive currents. sEPSP
commands were delivered from the presumed resting membrane potential of -60
mV (see methods for leak subtraction). The peak sEPSP amplitudes were scaled
between 2 and 40 mV with 2 or 5 mV intervals, corresponding to peak voltages
between -58 and –20 mV. B. Peak current amplitudes plotted as a function of the
peak membrane potential before and after bath application of 100 nM α-DTX
(n=6). C. The time difference between the sEPSP peak and IK(LVA) onset (closed
circle) and peak (open circle) are plotted as a function of peak membrane
potential. D. The majority of K+ charge moves after the sEPSP peak during the
repolarizing phase of the waveform. Charge was calculated by taking the integral
of the current waveform following the peak of the sEPSP. (Exp. by PJM)
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half-activation voltage was 11 mV more positive than that recorded in outside-out

patches (Fig. 4.7), possibly reflecting changes in the intracellular milieu caused

by patch excision (e.g. see also Martina and Jonas, 2000). The activation

properties of IK(LVA) required for VDS is explored further below.

To better understand how EPSP sharpening is influenced by cell

morphology and input location, we constructed a simplified compartmental model

of MSO principal cells (See Methods). The model neurons consisted of a soma

 (20 µm wide by 20 µm long) and two large caliber dendrites (3.5 µm uniform

diameter) in a bipolar configuration. The intrinsic properties were modeled after

Rothman and Manis (2003) with some modifications specific for MSO principal

cells. Briefly, the density of IK(LVA) and Ih provided the majority of the resting

conductance, and the densities were adjusted to maintain a resting potential of

-60 mV with a membrane time constant of 600 µs.

A lower density of dendritic vs. somatic IK(LVA) was required to reproduce

the pattern of VDS observed with forward propagating and back propagating

EPSPs. Models exhibiting either a uniform lower dendritic density of IK(LVA)

(“bilevel” model) or an exponentially declining gradient of dendritic IK(LVA)

(“exponential” model) produced both the sensitive VDS at the soma as well as

the relatively modest VDS observed during sEPSP propagation into the dendrites

(Fig. 4.8A,B). When a uniform density of IK(LVA) was employed throughout the

soma and dendrites, VDS for back propagating sEPSPs was more pronounced in
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FIG. 4.7   KLVA CHANNEL VOLTAGE OF HALF ACTIVATION IS ~11 MV MORE
HYPERPOLARIZED IN OUTSIDE-OUT VS WHOLE-CELL RECORDINGS

A. α-DTX-sensitive current responses to a family of square voltage steps
between –80 and 0 mV. Holding potentials were –80 mV in whole-cell and –90
mV in outside out recordings. B. Peak conductance vs voltage plots illustrate the
–11 mV shift in the voltage of half activation in outside-out (V1/2= -49.0 ± 1.5 mV,
k= 7.4 ± 0.7) vs whole-cell (V1/2= -37.6 ± 1.6 mV, k= 8.8 ± 0.5) recordings.
Interestingly the slope factors remain similar. C. The rates of activation that were
predicted for near physiological temperature recordings in outside-out patches
correspond well with those in whole-cell recordings obtained at 35°C. (Exp. by
PJM)
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the dendrites than at the soma, contrary to experimental observations (Fig. 4.8B

vs 4.1B, right). Finally, in models where dendritic IK(LVA) was replaced with a

passive leak conductance, VDS shifted to longer durations by ~200 µs. All

models exhibited relatively modest VDS during forward sEPSP propagation, a

consequence of the relatively lower surface area of the dendrites as compared to

the soma.

The relationship between the resting potential and the activation V1/2 of

IK(LVA) was a critical determinant of the magnitude of VDS. More robust sEPSP

sharpening was observed when rest was separated from the V1/2 of IK(LVA) by ~10

mV, where the change from resting and sEPSP-induced potassium conductance

was maximal (Fig. 4.8C). Interestingly, the V1/2 that produced VDS that most

closely resembled that observed in experiments was the V1/2 observed in whole-

cell experiments rather than outside-out patches, suggesting that the whole-cell

configuration more closely maintains the native state of IK(LVA) and is used in the

model from her on out.

In order to understand the role of IK(LVA) in shaping excitation spatially,

nonuniform IK(LVA) models were contrasted with models in which the channel was

converted into a static conductance (“frozen IK(LVA)”; Fig. 4.9). In these

simulations, synaptic conductances of constant amplitude (EPSGs) were injected

in a single dendrite, which produced increasingly larger local depolarizations with

increasing distance from the relatively large capacitance and current sink of the

soma (thick traces and lines, Fig. 4.9A). In both models, dendritic sEPSPs at the
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FIG. 4.8   THE MAGNITUDE OF VDS IS DETERMINED BY BOTH THE DISTRIBUTION AND
VOLTAGE OF HALF-ACTIVATION OF IK(LVA) IN A MULTICOMPARTMENTAL MSO
MODEL
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A. Simultaneous recordings from the soma (black) and dendrite (gray;
67.5 µm from the soma) in response to EPSC injection in the dendrite (top) or
soma (bottom). The density of KLVA channels is scaled to match the distribution
measurements made in outside-out patches (Fig. 4.4F,G) and maintain a
membrane time constant at the soma of 0.6 ms (gating kinetics defined by whole
cell data). B. The magnitude of α-VDS during sEPSP propagation to (left) or
away (right) from the soma is dependent on IK(LVA) spatial distribution. Four
different IK(LVA) density distributions were modeled: gray, exponential-gradient
density based on experimental data (same as in A); black, bilevel model, lower
uniform density in dendrite than in soma; blue, active soma with KLVA channels
conductance frozen at the resting value; red, uniform high IK(LVA) density
throughout the neuron. Note that the gradient model and bilevel model best
reproduce current clamp data (see Fig. 4.1). C. The value of KLVA channel
voltage of half activation influences the magnitude of VDS for both dendrite to
soma (left) and soma to dendrite (right) sEPSP propagation. The three example
activation functions (inset) are defined by a 4th-order Boltzmann equation, all
have the same k value (12), but differ in their voltage of half activation: black,
V1/2= -58 mV (whole-cell value); blue, V1/2= -63 mV; red, V1/2= -68 mV (outside-
out value). (Exp. by PEJ)

soma exhibited progressively stronger attenuation as their distance from the

soma increased. However, active IK(LVA) strongly regulated the duration of

sEPSPs all along the dendrite (Fig. 4.9A). In the model with frozen IK(LVA), local

sEPSP duration decreased as synapse location moved distally, due to the

bipolardendritic geometry (e.g., EPSPs at the terminus of the dendrite effectively

encounter a cable twice as long as their somatic counterparts). However, the

relatively brief distal dendritic sEPSPs broadened up to ~700 µs after

propagation to soma, due to passive cable filtering along the length of the

dendrite. In models with active IK(LVA), temporal degradation of sEPSP duration by

passive cable filtering was strongly reduced, due to the active repolarization of
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propagating sEPSPs, particularly in the proximal dendrites and soma where

channel density is the greatest.

The spatial invariance of EPSP duration was particularly striking during

bilateral synaptic stimulation, a configuration that more closely resembles in vivo

conditions during binaural hearing (Fig. 4.9B). In the bilateral configuration, each

dendritic conductance was half the amplitude of those in monolateral simulations

(red and black lines, respectively), thus maintaining a comparable net somatic

depolarization. In the example shown in Fig. 4.9B distal sEPSPs produced the

largest depolarizations in both monolateral and bilateral sEPSP conditions.

Despite the fact that the targeted dendrite(s) received the largest depolarization,

the largest recruitment of IK(LVA) occurred at the soma, due to the greater IK(LVA)

density and membrane surface area (Fig. 4.9B). Relatively stronger recruitment

of IK(LVA) occurred in the bilateral condition due to the mutual invasion of each

sEPSP into the opposing dendrite (Fig. 4.9B). Accordingly, bilaterally evoked

sEPSPs exhibited relatively shorter durations than monolateral sEPSPs and

showed the most spatial independence in duration as well (Fig. 4.9B). The

spatiotemporal influence of IK(LVA) on synaptic integration strongly enhanced the

sensitivity of MSO neuron models to the submillisecond phase of excitatory

inputs during high frequency repetitive stimulation. Fig. 4.10A shows

comparisons between models containing identical exponential gradients of active

or frozen IK(LVA) (left and right panels, respectively) to either in-phase or out-of-

phase bilateral excitatory conductances. Short trains of such stimuli were
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FIG. 4.9   THE ACTIVE PROPERTIES OF KLVA CHANNELS ARE NECESSARY FOR THE
MAINTENANCE OF SEPSP BREVITY IN ADDITION TO BEING RECRUITED MORE
EFFECTIVELY WITH BILATERAL STIMULATION IN A MSO MODEL

A. Top left, schematic of bilevel neuron model with one proximal and one
distal synaptic input. Below, example sEPSP traces produced by proximal or
distal dendritic EPSC injection in the control (black) or frozen model (green, KLVA
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channels resting conductance held constant). Membrane time constants were set
at 0.6 ms and 1.35 ms for soma and dendrites respectively. Center, the
amplitude of sEPSP responses to equal conductance synaptic inputs was plotted
for the dendritic (local) and somatic (propagated) locations. As predicted by cable
theory sEPSP amplitude attenuates from stimulus location to the soma. Right,
halfwidths of sEPSP responses to equal conductance synaptic inputs for the
dendritic (local) and somatic (propagated) were plotted against input locations.
When KLVA channels are frozen local sEPSP responses are broader locally and
go through more extensive broadening than when KLVA channel is active and
shapes the response. B. The effect of monolateral vs bilateral synaptic inputs on
VDS. Top left, schematic of monolateral (black) and bilateral (red) stimulus
patterns; the total conductance of inputs is the same in both cases (28 nS) by
using double the conductance of a single bilateral input for the monolateral input.
Below, sEPSP time courses for both proximal and distal recording locations, and
monolateral and bilateral stimulation configurations. Center, peak sEPSP and
IK(LVA) amplitude as they travel from the point of synaptic location (135 µm) to the
soma (schematic at bottom). Bilateral stimulation results in a larger perisomatic
depolarization and thus a greater recruitment of KLVA channels. Right, dendritic
(local) and somatic (propagated) sEPSP halfwidths plotted against the injection
site for both the monolateral and bilateral input patterns. For more distal injection
sites sEPSPs broaden during dendritic propagation in the monolateral case while
in the bilateral case sEPSPs sharpen or broaden only slightly. (Exp. by PEJ)

delivered at 750 Hz, corresponding to a period of ~1.3 ms. Compared to the

active model, the frozen model showed less spatial attenuation of sEPSPs

throughout the cell and a relatively phase-insensitive temporal summation of

bilateral inputs at the soma (Fig. 4.10A, top panels and Fig. 4.10B). Active IK(LVA)

far more effectively followed the temporal dynamics of each phase of somatic

voltage changes, whereas frozen IK(LVA) functioned effectively as a constant

current under the same stimulus conditions. These results underscore the

conclusion that the dynamics of IK(LVA) activation and deactivation are essential

for binaural coincidence detection at high frequencies, and not only through the

passive contribution of the channel to the low input resistance of MSO neurons.
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FIG. 4.10   SPATIO-TEMPORAL DYNAMICS OF MEMBRANE POTENTIAL AND IK(LVA)
FOR BILATERAL ITD-LIKE INPUTS (750 HZ)

A. Left, spatio-temporal evolution of voltage for dendritic and somatic
compartments in response to in-phase (top) and out-of-phase (bottom) inputs in
the exponential gradient model. Right, the same spatio-temporal evolution of
voltage as shown on the left, but in the frozen KLVA model (see schematics). The
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vertical axis is representative of neuronal space and specific locations
correspond with schematic on left side of each graph. The 750 Hz train of
synaptic inputs starts at t=0. The evolution of the voltage amplitude is
represented by changes in color (defined in inset on right). B. Evolution of
voltage (top) and IK(LVA) (bottom) in just the somatic compartment for in-phase
(red) and out-of-phase (green) bilateral inputs. Left column, exponential gradient
model. Right column, frozen model. Notice that IK(LVA) in bottom right panel is
frozen and behaves as a leak current. (Exp. by PEJ)

DISCUSSION

Passive cable properties dictate temporal and amplitude distortions in neural

dendrites. This is a problem for neurons that use temporal coding strategies, as

the location of the synapse itself would influence the timing of synaptic inputs at

the soma and axon, and ultimately degrade the precision and reliability of action

potential signaling. MSO neurons represent one of the most striking examples of

this paradox in the nervous system, as the encoding of sound localization cues in

vivo by these neurons require a temporal resolution of binaural inputs on a time

scale of ~10 µs. Here, we demonstrate an essential role of both the biophysical

properties and spatial distribution of Kv1 channels in compensating for these

passive cable distortions using a combination of electrophysiological approaches

and compartmental modeling.

We have shown that IK(LVA) improves the time resolution of excitatory

summation in MSO principal neurons. Channel activation occurred near –65 mV,

negative to the average resting potential of –58 mV. The majority of potassium

current at voltages negative to –30 mV was blocked by 100 nM α-DTX, a toxin

that binds with high affinity to channels that possess Kv1.1, Kv1.2, Kv1.3 and
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Kv1.6 subunits DTX-K (Svirskis et al., 2002; Scott et al., 2005), is consistent with

a heteromeric subunit combination containing Kv1.1 subunits. However, the rapid

kinetics of IK(LVA) we describe in MSO neurons considerably exceed those of

homomeric Kv1 subunits (Grissmer et al., 1994; Sokolov et al., 2007), and are

nearly identical to Kv1 channel kinetics described in bushy cells of the

mammalian cochlear nucleus (Rothman and Manis, 2003b), cells which also

encode auditory information with high temporal precision.

Our results show that in MSO neurons, IK(LVA) is sufficiently rapid to

actively shape the time course of EPSPs on a submillisecond time scale. Three

features of IK(LVA) were critical for producing effective VDS in compartmental

models. First, a steep, 4th-order Hodgkin-Huxley model of channel activation was

important for the generation of significant outward currents over the relatively

limited (~12 mV) subthreshold voltage range of MSO neurons. The steep voltage

dependence was also required because the contribution of Kv1 channels to the

resting conductance constrained the channel densities in the model that could

give rise to physiological values of the membrane time constant. Second, VDS

was maximal in the compartmental model when we used the activation curve

derived from whole-cell recordings, where the relative change in channel

activation during depolarization was greatest, and not its absolute value. Third,

the rapid kinetics of channel activation critically influenced the integrative role of

IK(LVA) in the MSO. Activation of IK(LVA) was finely tuned to provide active

repolarization of EPSPs while minimally influencing their peak amplitude. In
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current-clamp recordings, IK(LVA) accelerated the repolarization of the sEPSP,

reducing the duration of dendritically propagated sEPSPs by as much as 46%

(35% on average). Thus, Kv1 channels shape the time course of excitation

without introducing strong nonlinearities in spatial summation.

Although Kv1 channels show widespread distribution in central neurons,

they have long been known to play especially strong roles in controlling the

excitability and firing precision of neurons in auditory brainstem pathways

concerned with temporal coding in both birds and mammals (Brew and Forsythe,

1995; Reyes et al., 1996; Oertel et al., 2000; Rothman and Manis, 2003c;

Barnes-Davies et al., 2004). As in the MSO, Kv1 channels in these neurons

contribute substantially to the resting conductance, increasing the speed of

membrane voltage changes, increasing the current required for action potential

generation, and suppressing repetitive firing (Rathouz and Trussell, 1998;

Golding et al., 1999; Ferragamo and Oertel, 2002; Svirskis et al., 2002; Gittelman

and Tempel, 2006).

The present study however, demonstrates that in the MSO the

contribution of Kv1 channels to the resting membrane properties is, by itself,

insufficient to provide the submillisecond temporal resolution required for ITD

encoding. In models in which IK(LVA) was replaced with a passive leak

conductance the time course of excitation approximately doubled, which

degraded the distinction between in-phase and out-of-phase bilateral excitation

especially at high frequencies (e.g. Fig. 4.10). Thus, while it has been previously
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recognized that the rapid activation of Kv1 channels is important for creating a

narrow time window for action potential firing (Ferragamo and Oertel, 2002;

Svirskis et al., 2002), the present results highlight a far more dynamic role of Kv1

channels in defining the window over which binaural coincidence takes place in

MSO neurons.

 Our study is the first to examine how IK(LVA) acts spatially in the dendrites

for the control of synaptic timing in the auditory system. We show directly that

Kv1 channels are expressed in both the soma and dendrites, but their density is

biased toward the soma. As EPSPs propagate along the dendrites of MSO

principal neurons, passive cable filtering delays the rise time of EPSPs and

increases their duration, particularly at the soma where there is a large capacitive

load. However, as these events invade the proximal dendrites and soma,

considerably greater IK(LVA) is activated due to the higher channel density as well

as the larger membrane surface area relative to the dendrites. The more

extensive recruitment of IK(LVA) by propagating EPSPs (and thus stronger VDS) at

the soma was also the result of the more extensive temporal overlap between

perisomatic IK(LVA) and the broadened EPSP. This effect was particularly robust

during bilateral stimulation, where slower, dendritically filtered EPSPs more

efficiently recruited IK(LVA) proximally in opposing dendrites. Conversely, in the

distal dendrites where cable properties dictated faster local EPSP time courses,

we observed little effect of IK(LVA)-mediated sEPSP sharpening. Thus, the

somatically-biased distribution of IK(LVA) compensates for dendritic cable filtering,
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and normalizes the time course of synaptic events occurring over disparate

regions of the dendrites, effectively setting an upper limit on the duration of

excitation at the soma and axon.

What implications do the present results have for synaptic integration in

non-auditory neurons? Kv1 channels are expressed widely throughout the central

nervous system (Sheng et al., 1994; Wang et al., 1994), where these channels

provide a strong influence on both the current threshold for action potential

initiation as well as the shape of the waveform itself (Bekkers and Delaney, 2001;

Kole et al., 2007; Shu et al., 2007; Goldberg et al., 2008). Where Kv1 channels

are activated in the subthreshold voltage range, they can limit dendritic

excitability as well as delay the onset to firing (Storm, 1988; McKay et al., 2005;

Metz et al., 2007). Despite the fact that Kv1 channels are activated in the

subthreshold voltage range in numerous cell types, the effects of these channels

on subthreshold synaptic integration has received little attention. Interestingly, in

cerebellar Purkinje neurons, blockade of Kv1 channels increases both the

amplitude and duration of synaptic-like depolarizations, though on a far longer

time scale than what we have observed in MSO neurons  (Khavandgar et al.,

2005). Thus Kv1 channels may play a more general role in controlling synaptic

coincidence detection in central neurons, but on a time scale that depends on the

interplay between neuron morphology and the distribution and biophysical

properties of the channel.
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CHAPTER 5

Discussion

Over the last twenty years it has become increasingly clear that the

diversity in neuronal properties and function are the result of finely tuned and

precisely distributed voltage gated ion channels. Unfortunately, in most neurons

where the properties and distribution of these channels have best been

described, neuronal function is often unclear, making it difficult to connect the

role of voltage gated ion channels with the neuron’s function. However, in

principal neurons of the MSO, neuronal function is relatively well understood and

the expression of voltage-gated ion channels with specialized properties is key to

shaping this function. For this reason the experiments in this dissertation were

conducted using MSO principal neurons to better understand the connection

between biophysical properties and neuronal function. Specifically, experiments

were aimed at describing some of the biophysical properties of channels MSO

neurons express (i.e. Nav and KLVA channels) that allow them to encode the

submillisecond ITDs used in low frequency sound localization. The results

demonstrate that both the specific spatial distributions and kinetic properties of

Nav and KLVA channels are critical in shaping subthreshold synaptic potentials so

that MSO neurons can precisely detect the coincident arrival of bilateral synaptic

inputs.
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Structure, physiology and function

The idea that neurons are a multi-compartment, multi-layered system

rather than a single computational unit has greatly influenced studies regarding

the relationship between cellular morphology and neuronal function. Since the

drawings of Ramon y Cajal it has been known that neurons display not only a

wide variety of basic cellular morphologies, but also an extraordinary diversity in

dendritic form. Initially it was believed these elaborate dendritic structures were

mainly involved in the detection and transmission of neural inputs from remote

locations to the soma for integration (Ramon y Cajal, 1889). However, it is now

more widely appreciated that, in combination with dendritically expressed ion

channels, dendritic morphology can shape synaptic integration in computationally

relevant and complex ways (Mel, 1993; Polsky et al., 2004; Stiefel and

Sejnowski, 2007). This relationship between structural diversity and cellular

physiology has been studied in a wide variety of neurons including pyramidal

neurons of the hippocampus and cortex, mitral neurons of the olfactory bulb and

Purkinje cells of the cerebellum (Johnston et al., 2003; Polsky et al., 2004;

Djurisic et al., 2008; Spruston, 2008; Wen and Chklovskii, 2008). In principal

MSO neurons these relationships can be extended such that the relationship

between neuronal morphology and systems level function can be examined. As

detailed in this dissertation, principal MSO neurons are typically composed of a

soma, axon and two main sets of dendrites, one of which extends medially and

the other laterally. These dendrites receive excitatory synaptic inputs from the
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cochlear nucleus that are segregated onto opposing dendrites (Fig. 1.2A).

Modeling studies have shown that by segregating inputs into separate

compartments the measurement of input timing and amplitude is optimized since

integrating two depolarizing inputs in the same neuronal compartment results in a

decrease in overall driving force and sublinear summation (Agmon-Snir et al.,

1998; Yi et al., 2001). Thus the strength and temporal relationship of excitatory

synaptic inputs from each ear impinging on MSO neurons are more reliably

integrated and compared by segregating them into two dendritic compartments.

In this dissertation two different computational models of MSO neurons were

used to investigate the impact of mono- versus bi-lateral dendritic stimulation, in

addition to how the properties and distribution of Nav and KLVA channels shape

synaptic integration.

In Ch. 3 we used 3D reconstructions to build a morphologically and

physiologically realistic model of bipolar MSO neurons. This model was used to

detail the ability of Nav channels to counterbalance Kv channel’s voltage

rectification thereby linearizing subthreshold synaptic integration and boosting

near-threshold EPSPs.  In addition, we found in agreement with the benefits of

input segregation, that the total synaptic conductance required to reach AP

threshold was significantly reduced with bilateral stimulation. This model also

indicated that, along with bilateral stimulation, a perisomatic distribution of Nav

channels aid in the detection of binaural signals by preferentially boosting inputs

in the soma where the temporal relationship of inputs is compared.
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In a similar fashion a compartmental model was constructed with

physiologically relevant MSO features to investigate the role KLVA channels plays

in shaping the brief bilateral excitatory synaptic responses that are elicited in

MSO dendrites. In this morphologically simple model described in Ch. 4, we

found that for a given input conductance, which was injected either distally into a

single dendrite or divided evenly into both dendrites, the resulting somatic

depolarization was greatest when injected bilaterally. This resulted in a

particularly good maintenance of EPSP duration during dendritic propagation due

to the more effectively activated somatic KLVA channels. Overall, bilateral

stimulation results in a strong depolarization in the main integration compartment

of MSO neurons that, along with somatically biased density gradients of both Nav

and KLVA channels, increases the temporal resolution for detecting the precise

arrival times of excitatory synaptic inputs from the cochlear nucleus. Thus, these

two features are critical in the ITD encoding function of MSO neurons.

Channel distribution

The somatodendritic distribution of voltage gated ion channels has been

described in a number of regions within the CNS. However, a detailed description

has been missing in auditory brainstem neurons where these channels play a

critical role in neuronal function (Magee and Johnston, 1995; Hoffman et al.,

1997; Magee, 1998; Korngreen and Sakmann, 2000; Berger et al., 2001; Martina

et al., 2003; Fernandez et al., 2005; Angelo et al., 2007). Experiments in this

dissertation detail for the first time the distribution of two of these channels, Nav
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and KLVA channels, in a brainstem neuron, where they critically shape neuronal

function. Interestingly, the distribution of Nav channels in MSO neurons is

relatively restricted to the perisomatic region. This is in contrast to their relatively

homogenous or dendritically biased distribution in mitral and CA1 pyramidal

neurons (Magee and Johnston, 1995; Bischofberger and Jonas, 1997). In MSO

neurons, these channels boost just-subthreshold responses in the soma, the

main integration compartment of the neuron aiding in the submillisecond

detection of coincidentally arriving bilateral signals. Serving a somewhat similar

function, Nav in basal dendrites of CA1 pyramidal neurons have been shown to

aid in coincidence detection over a submillisecond time range (Ariav et al., 2003).

However, in CA1 neurons, as well as in mitral cells, these channels actively

contribute to the generation of dendritic Na+ spikes. Given the fact that

coincidence detection takes place in the soma of MSO neurons and that dendritic

electrogenesis would distort the resolution of detecting the timing of synaptic

inputs, it is not surprising that MSO neurons display a perisomatic versus

homogenous distribution of Nav channels.

The importance of Nav channel boosting in MSO neurons can only be fully

assessed after consideration of the channels interactions with other major

voltage gated ion channels expressed in the MSO. Boosting has classically been

defined by a supralinear relationship between current injection and voltage

response (Stuart and Sakmann, 1995; Urban et al., 1998; Andreasen and

Lambert, 1999). When experiments were first conducted exploring the possibility
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of boosting in MSO neurons only a small fraction of recordings displayed the

classic boosting response. However, after application of TTX it became evident

that Nav channel boosting was involved in counterbalancing KLVA channel voltage

rectification, thus resulting in a linearization of voltage responses (Fig. 3.6). This

interaction between Nav and KLVA channels is not surprising given the relatively

high density of KLVA channels expressed at the soma. However, unlike Nav

channels, the density of KLVA channels do not dramatically decline in the

dendrites, but there is a comparatively moderate decline. The density decreases

50% by two-thirds of the length of the dendrite. In other neurons a wide variety of

Kv channel distributions have been described, and in some cases channels of

different subfamilies are distributed differently within the same neuron. In CA1

pyramidal neurons of the hippocampus the density of A-type Kv channels

increase into the distal dendrites, while D-type channels appear to remain

relatively homogeneous (Hoffman et al., 1997). Similar to MSO neurons, Kv

channels in layer V pyramidal neurons of the cortex are very dense in the soma

but decrease along the apical dendrites (Korngreen and Sakmann, 2000;

Schaefer et al., 2007). Schaefer and colleagues hypothesize that this density

gradient decreases the membrane’s input resistance, thus creating a low-

threshold region for amplification of distal synaptic inputs. This is an intriguing

hypothesis that warrants consideration in MSO neurons. In Ch. 4 one of the main

findings was that KLVA channels counteract dendritic cable filtering by maintaining

the duration of EPSPs during propagation along the dendrites to the soma.
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However, cable filtering also causes a dramatic attenuation of EPSP amplitude

during propagation, which is likely made even more dramatic by the overall low

input resistance of the cell. Thus, distal synaptic inputs under this scenario would

likely contribute very little to somatic depolarizations unless there was a

mechanism that might amplify their amplitude as a function of distance along the

dendrite. One possible mechanism is the hypothesis of Schaefer et al. where the

decrease in KLVA channel density also decreases the input resistance along the

dendrites. However, in current clamp recordings from MSO neurons there did not

appear to be any systematic differences in input resistance or resting membrane

potential as a function of distance along the dendrites (data not shown). While

these homogeneous resting membrane properties may seem surprising given the

gradient of KLVA channels, it is possible an increasing HCN conductance in the

dendrites balances or equalizes the neuron’s resting membrane properties. As a

precautionary note, the measurement of membrane time constant and input

resistance are subject to distortions as a result of the relatively high series

resistances that accompany dendritic recordings. To accurately detail these

membrane properties a two-electrode current clamp technique might be utilized

in future experiments to confirm our previous results. A second mechanism by

which distal inputs may be amplified is synaptic scaling, a method by which more

distal inputs elicit a larger synaptic conductance. Unpublished data in the lab

suggest that synaptic scaling, either through increased single channel

conductance or an increase in the density of AMPA channels, does amplify distal
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synaptic inputs in MSO neurons. Together the kinetic properties of Nav and KLVA

channels along with their distribution shape not only the degree of temporal

summation of EPSPs but also their local processing in the dendrites.

Spatio-temporal pattern of dendritic inputs

Experiments detailed in this dissertation have illustrated the critical

contributions of both morphology and ion channel gradients in the function of

MSO neurons. These contributions however, cannot be fully assessed without a

better understanding of the spatio-temporal pattern of synaptic inputs. In MSO

models described here, single excitatory dendritic inputs, rather than more

complex input patterns, were used to examine bilateral synaptic responses. First,

as an initial examination, we wanted to minimize the complexity of our results by

removing the effects of both spatial and temporal summation in the dendritic

compartment. Second, while it is known that AVCN axons are segregated onto

opposing dendrites, the spatio-temporal pattern of synaptic inputs onto a single

dendrite is relatively unclear. What has been established is that single AVCN

neurons synapse with a few collaterals onto two or more MSO neurons, but the

level of convergence onto a single MSO neuron is unknown (Kuwabara and

Zook, 1992; Beckius et al., 1999). However, it is known that the avian MSO

analog, NL, receives synaptic inputs from approximately 100 different neurons

onto each dendrite (Carr, 1991). Additionally, in the mammalian MSO, the

density of synaptic inputs from the AVCN is quite high (Stotler, 1953). Taken

together these data strongly suggests a large number of AVCN neurons
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converge onto an individual MSO neuron. Exploring how different spatial input

patterns affects the ability of MSO neurons to compare the relative timing of

bilateral inputs should be explored in future experiments using computational

models.

In addition to complex spatial input patterns the temporal relationship of

synaptic inputs may also greatly impact the overall dendritic integration of

synaptic inputs. Due to the proximity of the distal end of MSO dendrites to AVCN

neurons one potential temporal pattern of synaptic inputs is where the distal

regions receive synaptic excitation prior to more proximal regions. This pattern of

synaptic inputs would follow the hypothesis of minimized wiring volume where

the smallest possible length of axonal length is utilized in the interconnectivity

between neurons (Chklovskii, 2004). Interestingly, Rall predicted in the 1960s

that a temporal pattern of this nature would produce both optimal depolarization

and minimal EPSP duration (Rall, 1962). Under this proposed scenario it is likely

KLVA channels will still act to maintain the brevity of individual EPSPs in addition

to maintaining the brevity of the developing depolarization, and due to the

perisomatic distribution of Nav channels, KLVA channel’s effects on MSO neurons

should remain relatively unchanged. Although this pattern may not be entirely

accurate it is likely a good starting point from which to explore the impact of

different spatio-temporal patterns of dendritic synaptic inputs in the MSO. Future

experiments using modeling, physiology, and anatomical techniques should allow
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for a better understanding of what the actual spatio-temporal pattern of synaptic

inputs is.

Time dependent changes as the result of prior synaptic activity

The MSO receives excitatory synaptic inputs from spherical bushy cells

that phase-lock to the frequency of the sound stimulus. For MSO neurons this

means they are bombarded on a regular basis with long, complex trains of

excitatory synaptic inputs. To begin our investigation on how Nav and KLVA

channels shape MSO function only single responses were examined. However,

given the physiological pattern of stimuli MSO neurons receive it will be important

to understand not only how the basic kinetics of Nav and KLVA channels shape

synaptic integration over this short time window, but also how these channels

influence cellular excitability during physiological patterns of stimuli. In CA1

pyramidal neurons long trains of stimuli have been shown to modulate cellular

excitability, which is a result of the accumulation of inactivating somatodendritic

sodium channels (Jung et al., 1997). This modulation in cellular excitability is

proposed to be an important determinant of action potential-mediated effects on

synaptic integration and plasticity in hippocampal neurons (Mickus et al., 1999).

Preliminary findings have shown that KLVA channels, like Nav channels in CA1

pyramidal cells, cumulatively inactivate during trains of stimuli (Fig. 5.1). The

likely result of this inactivation is an enhancement of cellular excitability; a result

further corroborated by preliminary data that shows trains of high frequency

stimuli can enhance cellular excitability (data not shown). Interestingly,
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FIG. 5.1   CUMULATIVE INACTIVATION OF KLVA CHANNELS
A. Whole cell recordings of pharmacologically isolated IK(LVA) channels

produced by 4 s long trains of square voltage pulses (1 ms long, 20 mV in
amplitude, -60 mV holding potential). The rate and magnitude of cumulative
inactivation increased with stimulation frequency. 1 µM TTX, 50 µM ZD7288, 200
µM CoCl, 10 µM CNQX and 1 µM strychnine were bath applied to block Nav,
HCN, Cav, AMPA and glycine channels, respectively. B. Example traces of the
first and last current responses to a 600 Hz stimulus train. C. The degree of
inactivation was measured by comparing the amplitude of the first and last
current response in the train of inputs. The degree of cumulative inactivation
increased considerably over the physiological range of frequencies. (By PJM)
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experiments conducted by my colleague in the lab, Sukant Khurana, indicate that

MSO input resistance increases with a biexponential time course in response to

synaptic-like depolarizations. In addition, he found that the slow time course

component (occurring over seconds) of this biexponential was sensitive to HCN

channel blockers. One possibility, given the short time course of KLVA channels

cumulative inactivation (see Fig. 5.1A) and KLVA channel’s contribution tothe

cell’s resting conductance is the more rapid changes in input resistance are the

result of KLVA inactivation. To test this prediction the sensitivity of input resistance

to trains of inputs might be measured in the presence of KLVA channel blockers.

To better understand the time course over which KLVA channels shapes cellular

excitability, experiments systematically characterizing how different frequencies

of long trains of voltage pulses influence KLVA channel inactivation should be

conducted. In addition, since Nav channels cumulative inactivation has been

shown to play an important role in CA1, its sensitivity to trains of inputs should

also be investigated in the MSO. Overall, these experiments should help to

define how dynamic changes in Nav and KLVA channels, due to previous synaptic

activity, shape the overall sensitivity of MSO neurons to precisely timed bilateral

synaptic inputs.

Techniques

Numerous voltage-clamp patch configurations have been used to describe

the kinetic properties of voltage-gated ion channels in neurons across the

nervous system, including the four techniques described in this dissertation:
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whole-cell, outside-out, cell-attached and nucleated patches. The reason for

utilizing different configurations is that each one has its own set of advantages

and limitations. In many of the experiments detailed in this dissertation multiple

patch configurations were utilized to ensure the limitations of a single technique

did not distort the accuracy of measurements. In general, one of the most

common recording techniques used in the study of voltage gated ion channels is

the whole-cell voltage clamp. Unfortunately this technique can often lead to large

measurement errors due to poor control of membrane voltage (Hodgkin and

Huxley, 1952; White et al., 1995; Schaefer et al., 2003; Castelfranco and

Hartline, 2004; Bar-Yehuda and Korngreen, 2008; Williams and Mitchell, 2008).

To avoid these potential errors both Nav and KLVA channels were recorded using

either excised or cell attached patch configurations. In addition to the near ideal

voltage control achieved by outside-out, cell-attached and nucleated patches,

each of these configurations was used where their particular advantages could

be best utilized. In recordings of Nav channels the nucleated patch configuration

was used to both reduce current density, which limits regenerative

electrogenesis, and to decrease the loss of intracellular signaling molecules. In

addition, a limited number of cell-attached recordings were used to eliminate

intracellular dialysis and determine if the relatively unusual steady-state

inactivation was the result of modulation of the native channel.

Although data has not been included in this dissertation attempts were

made using nucleated patches to record the kinetic properties of KLVA channels
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at near physiological temperatures. These recordings turned out to be technically

daunting and the data produced inconsistent with other experimental results. The

limiting factor in these recordings was the short duration of nucleated patch

integrity at higher temperatures (on average <10 min.). In the six to eight months

in which attempts were made using nucleated patches, only six recordings lasted

long enough to acquire both control and experimental traces (100 nM DTX).

Unfortunately, when these kinetic data were incorporated into our MSO model

neuron many of the physiological features that were described using current

clamp techniques in Ch.2 and 4 were not reproduced. Subsequent experiments

however, in which data obtained from outside-out and whole-cell recordings were

incorporated into the model, reproduced most of these physiological features

including a significant VDS. After exploring the kinetic properties of KLVA channels

required to reproduce MSO neuron physiology we determined VDS was very

sensitive to both the voltage of half activation and slope factor. In nucleated

patches the slope factor was about twice that found in outside-out, whole-cell

recordings, and measurement of KLVA channels in the cochlear nucleus

(Rothman and Manis, 2003a). The reasons behind the larger slope factor remain

puzzling. While the loss of intracellular signaling molecules might be an obvious

explanation, the fact that outside-out patches, where loss of these molecules is

considerable, does not display a large slope factor of activation contradicts this

hypothesis. Another possibility is that complete KLVA channels block was not

reached before experimental traces were obtained and a fraction of channels
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were still undergoing blockage. However, during each nucleated patch recording

more than a single family of voltage traces was taken, and the amplitude of the

currents were compared to make certain blockade was complete. One possibility

is that the torsion of patch excision causes changes to the channels properties.

One interesting finding is that while the slope factor of KLVA channels was

the same in both outside-out and whole-cell recordings, the voltage of half

activation significantly differed by about +10 mV. In the MSO model the voltage

of half activation from whole-cell recordings best reproduced the magnitude and

range of VDS sharpening. Since it has been demonstrated that Kv1 channels can

be modulated this suggests KLVA channels may have undergone modulation due

to the loss of some intracellular signaling molecule during excision (Bekkers,

2000b; Winklhofer et al., 2003). Although cell-attached recordings might appear

to be an appropriate alternative to this recording technique, since the intracellular

milieu is maintained, this configuration does not permit the use of pharmacology,

an unfortunate necessity in isolating KLVA from KHVA channels. While in future

experiments it might be possible to maintain the native state of KLVA channels by

including the necessary intracellular molecules in the recording pipette the fact

that kinetic properties used in the model reproduces the physiology of MSO

neuron’s suggest the channel properties described in this dissertation should be

very accurate.
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Conclusions

Experiments in this dissertation have examined the role of Nav and KLVA

channels in principal neurons of the MSO. Experiments here show that the ability

of MSO neurons to precisely detect the coincident arrival of bilateral synaptic

inputs is critically shaped by the kinetics, distribution and proper development of

these channels. Together their finely tuned properties impart on MSO neurons

the ability to precisely detect, integrate and transmit bilateral signals necessary

for encoding the submillisecond ITDs used in low frequency sound localization.
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